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Club Evens Wins

Scouters Meeting
Held Tuesday At

And Losses

Thomaston Hotel

The Belfast Rifle Club came
through with a winning score in the
shoulder to shoulder match shot at
their home range, Peb. 18, with
the Rockland Rifle Club members.
That makes three wins and three
loses for the Rockland Club ln the
six shoulder matches shot thus far
There were 26 shooters—the five
high on each team scoring.

Coast Area leaders of the Boys
Scouts met in a regular bi-monthly
dinner sesson Tuesday evening a'
the Knox Hotel in Thomaston
There were 18 Scouters present at
the meeting, which was presider
Her by Kennedy Crane, Jr., dlsrict chairman.
Reports of activities of the past
‘wo months were made by mem
bers of the various committees and
Vans for the future were talked
er. A goal for the coming year,
il’ing for an increase <n the num
ber of Scout troops, Scouters
Scouts, and their advancement was
-resented and adopted. It was also
letermined that there would be a
leld day held during the spring
ind a camporee in tne fall
Finance Chairman Edgar M.
‘arnsworth reported the progress
-nade in the current drive for
noney to support the district's acvities. What started out as a rou
tine report turned the meeting in
to a pep rally when Kenneth Marhall of Boothbay Harbor reported
hat he and hls co-workers had al■eady obtained more than 60 ner
’ent of their quota in the first two
lays’ effort.
Leroy McCluskey of Warren and
Tr. E. R. Moss of Thomaston gave
he Scouters present a report on the
net hod used by them to contact all
losslble donors and opened a gen
eral discussion on the subject.
The meeting closed with the retedication of all present to Scoutng and to the service of Youth.

Belfast

Dick McOray
Wilbut Canning
Asa Holmes
Harrison Paul
Owen Paul

Pr
100
100
100
100
100

Total

Oh Total
93
193
88
188
187
87
84
184
82
182
—
934

Rockland

Pr.

Don Huntley
Allen Dart
Wilma HuntleyWilson Carter
Verna Jones

100
100
99
99
99

Oh Total
91
191
84
184
83
182
83
182
81
160

Total
919
The Rockland Rifle and Pistol
Club members took a dive, in score
that is, Sunday night, in a shoulder
match shot at the Gardiner Rifle
Club range. There's never a loss but
what there’s some small gain. The
lower scores for some of Rockland's
top shooters gave others a chance at
“making team", Wilson Carter, a
newer member, coming in with top
score for ROckland.
Five high for each team and totals
of off-hand and prone scores were:
Gardiner

Rablt Faye
Blon Turner
Harold Lyons
Peter Dupont
Albert Faust

Pr
100
98
100
99
99

Oh Total
90
190
91
189
89
189
85
184
83
182
—

Total

934

Rockland
Pr
Wilson Carter
98
Weston Young
100
Wendell Jones
100
Betti Carter
98
Edna Young
99

Oh Total
88
186
85
185
83
183
78
176
76
175

Total
905
The next match is scheduled for
Feb 26. A three team match with
Brooks. Damariscotta and Rock
land to be shot at Rockland’s range.

A small boy is willing to believe
almost anything—except that his
teacher is just as glad as he is to
see vacation coming.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

ANOTHER SHIPMENT OF

Florence Ranges

White Enamel
Dual Oven
Oil and Gas Range
Only $199.95
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C-G In Wisconsin

W'
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The Courier-Gazette gets into
most every corner of the nation,
carrying local news to former
Rocklanders, wherever their work
or fortunes may take them.
Above, Richard Young, formerly
of Rockland, reads a copy of his
hometown paper in Lavon, Wis.,
where he is employed In a granite
cutting establishment operating a
stone cutting saw.
Mr. and Mrs. Young now make
their home in the Wisconsin com
munity with their children

C-D Officials To

Discuss Funds
With Town Fathers
Leroy McCluskey, Knox County
Director of Civil Defense has called
t meeting of the county staff and of
epresentatives of towns and cities
n the county, to be held at the
jounty Court House at 7 30 p. m„
Friday.
Certain State funds are available
'or Civil Defense purposes, provided
hese monies are matched by funds
'rom the individual communities.
Vn endeaver will be made to deternine just how much can be raised
and how the money can be used
urposefully and properly for the
bounty’s share in the state-wide
'ffort.

Knox Camera Club
Plans May Exhibit
Knox County Camera Club will
meet Tuesday evening at the Rockort studio of Carroll Berry, next
oor to the post office. Plans call
r a demonstration on make-up
Joseph Emery and a shooting
;sion to follow. Members are reuested to bring cameras anc'
‘.rlpods.
The four black and white prints
entered by the local club in the
'few England Camera Club exhibi
tion at Portland last week were al'
accepted and received favorable
scores. Carroll Berry, Mrs. Reta
Norwood, Edward R. Ladd and El
mer Barde were the four members
submitting entries.
Plans have been made for the
annual exhibit of the club to be
held at the Farnsworth Museum
during the month of May. While
all acceptable prints submitted by
members will be hung, lt has been
decided by the exhibit committee
to present a special panel showing
Knox County industries. Members
are requested to have that in mind
when taking future pictures.

County Red Cross

Meeting At Thorn
dike Hotel March 2
Knox Oounty Red Cross Chapter
will hold a meeting for all its Fund
Drive workers and Branch Chair
men and anyone interested in the
work in this area, on Tuesday,
Mar.h 2 at 2.30 p. m„ in the Mural
Room of the Hotel Thorndike. The
meeting will be opened by the
Chapter Chairman Ol’ver W. Hol
den, and other speakers will be
Frederic H. Bird, County Fund
Drive Chairman. Miss Ellen Jones,
Field Representative and Emerson
Zeitler, Chapter Chairman from
2runswick, who is also a member
of the Board of Governors for
American National Red Cross.
The film “Red Cross Report for
1964” -will also be shown, following
which refreshments will be served
by the Gray Ladies of Knox Coun
ty Chapter. Fund drive workers
are especially urged to attend.

BAKED BEAN

New Bake With Oil Or Gas

SUPPER

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

On Bond Sales

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
If you look closely at the full
page reproduction of Samuel
Green's “Woodshed Interior" waercolor in Time fdr Feb. 8, you
will see that the newspaper fold
ed in the wood-basket is The Cou
rier-Gazette. Sam's explanation Is
simple: his wife and children had
one off to Spruce Head, leaving
him at home to convalesce from
i grippe, ar.d he felt so down on
his luck at not being in Spru-e
Head, too, that it made him feel
better even to change the name of
the old paper that happened to be
tn the shed when he started paint
ing.

Purchases of the Treasury’s popar series E and H savings bonds
y individuals in Knox County durg January were 14 per cent above
he same month last year and were
e best for any January since 1949,
cording to a report from Joseph
V. Robinson of Rockland County
'airman of the U. S. 8aving Bonds
ommittee.
These purchases amounted to
'7 634 or 29 per cent of quota for
? first quarter of 1354, he said.
3‘ate-wide purchases amounted to
2.550221, up 21 per cent over Jan:ary 1953. an increase of more than
; 770.030, Robinson reported, highest
,'anuary figure since 1948

Yours,
W M Frohock,
Middletown, Conn.

Not only is It true that a sucker
is born every minute—he is con
stantly making every effort to
prove it.
For social Items ln The CourierGazette Phone 1044. City
tf

Automatic Washers

Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.
J52 Main SL TeL 900 Rockland
24-lt

59)0 to 7.00
Donations:

■ >

J

Adults 65c — Children 19c '
Clark Island School <

Benefit

'’

Wringer Washers
Ironers

Dryers
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va* Rango
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KELVINATOR

COMING SOON!

BILL

FIFIELD

FREDERIC BIRD COUNTY CHAIRMAN; Fairs Get Generous

The mid-winter session of Lin are celebrated Feb. 22 and they MRS. FLINT HEADS WOMEN'S DIVISION State Stipends
coln Baptist Association was held were remembered in the prayers
Payment of 1953 state fair sti
it the Littlefield Memorial Church that followed. Reading from th«
pends amounting to $91,584.19 were
Eible in Jeremiah of the good an •
on Washington's birthday with to
announced today by the Maine De
h? bad shepherds and then refer
tal registration of 200. Morning ring to Jesus—the Good Shepherd
partment of Agriculture.
slJ
warship led by Rev. John Sawyer Ti at.monies praising the Lord for
Twenty-four fairs will be the re
cipients of checks being mailed this
;f Martinsville. - opened with the blcsc .T. s in our midst followed.
week from the state treasury.
hymn, "Hew Firm a Foundation." Special music consisted of a voca
The payments amount to nearly
Mrs. William Dorman was at the duet by Norma Dormrn and Mis
$40 005 more than the $51,988.43
console of the electric organ and Barbera Young of the entertain
sent to 21 fairs following the 1952
Mrs. Chester Wyllie at the piano. ing church.
season, because of the inclusion of
Words of welcome by Rev. James
At the Missionary period with
one-half of one per cent of all
Dagino and response by the ir.od- Mrs. Vivian Lord, presiding, Rev
pari-mutuel wagers on running
ator. Rev. James SawyeT were iia.oiQ Nut tr i.poke on his work
races as provided by the last Legis
followed by the minutes of the la't
Waldo Larger Parish. He men
lature.
quarterly meeting.
tioned especially the work among
Disbursments were based on a
Appointment of committees by the elderly people and shut-ins.
payment of 82.5945 per cent of the
the moderator included nominat also stating that Camp Waldo at
prenrums given by participating
ing committee to report at the an W aber Pond had its best season
fairs. In the 1952 season, 512284
nual meeting for association, offi in 12 years last year. That the
per cent of premiums paid was re
cers were: Rev. John Sawyer. outlook for ’54 is very good. Pic
imbursed.
Chester Wyllie and Mrs. Phyllis tures taken at camp last sum
The Skowhegan State Fair topped
Mrs. Charlotte D. Flint
Frederic H. Bird
Littlehale. The nomination com mer were shown as colored slides
the fair stipend list for the 1963
mittee for the women's association later in the afternoon. An exam
Oliver W. Holden, chairman of Kent, chairman.
eason at $14 812.48 paid out in pre
appointed by President Vivian ple of faith and answered prayer
Cushing, $12524, chairman to be
Knox Oounty Chapter American
miums and a reimbursment of
Lord were chairman, Mrs. Grace
announced.
was shown in the receipt of a gift
$12,234.30.
Wyllie, Mrs. Allton Greene, Martha of $550 on Christmas day with Red Cross, announces the appoint
Friendship, $224.86, Mrs. Woodrow
Second on the list was West Ox
Mixer, Marie Singer and Mrs. one for $160 and smaller amounts ment of Frederic H. Bird, Medomak Verge, chairman.
ford Agricultural Society, operating
James Sawyer. Both these com a few days later, these at the time Canning Company official and
Hope. $75.36, chairman to be an
Fryeburg Fair, with total premiums
mittees met for busine:« during when funds had dwindled to near member of the state liquor commis- nounced.
of 312.323.01 and a stipend of
the lunch hour. A solo by Chester exhaustion as salary payment time memter o fthe state liquor commis
South Hope. $5427. Mrs Gertrude $10,178.13.
Wyllie, who also was song leader drew near.
sion. as fund drive chairman for the Meservey, chairman.
The Maine State Fair Association
for the mcnlng. The clerk was
county. Mr. Bird, a graduate of
Isle au Haut, $4454, Mrs. Eliza of Lewiston, which received a sti
A
’
J
ton
Greer
of
Camden,
state
instructed to send a card oi swmBowdoin College, has been a mem beth M Rich, chairman.
pend of $5,638.04 on the 1952 season,
pathy to Rev. Z. Richard Henley chairman of the church extension ber of the chapter executive board
Matinicus and Criehaven, 375 43. did not qualify for a stipend on the
whose father's death had occurred project, presented the fact con for many years.
chairman to be announced.
'953 season, the department said.
cerning churches for New Fron
a few days previous.
Heading the Women's Division,
North Haven. $199.67, William
Fairs qualifying in 1953 but not
Rev. Elliot Anderson of Liberty tiers. He was followed by Rev. house to house canvass for the city Hopkins, chairman.
appearing on the 1952 season Ust
A.
M.
Craig,
who
gave
a
thoughtbrought the morning message on
wilt be Mrs. Levi Flint. Active ln
Owl's Head, $185.32, Mrs. Charles were:
the thought “Let us lay aside every provoking message on the change the Unlversalist Church. Mrs. Flint Wotton, chairman.
Washington County Agricultural
weight and the sin which doth so that comes into one’s life when has also given many volunteer
Rockport. $549.58, Miss Dorothy Fair of Machias stipend of $1.33027,
easily beset, us" and “locking unto he comes "face to face with God." hours as a Red Cross nurses aide Kent, chairman.
West Washington Agricultural So
Jesus.”
He said, “Look Away Using the Bible character Jacob and a Gray Lady.
Rockland, $5210.86, Miss Dorothy ciety of Harrington. $600 30; East
he
told
of
his
early
life
and
the
Ward chairmen for the city, as Kent, chairman.
From the Weight or Cares of the
Pittston Fair Association $569.49;
Yet announced by Mrs. Flint, are:
Spruce Head, $4424. chairman to Readfield Grange Fair Association,
World to Jesus." It is the spiritual undesirable characteristics.
even
then
his
love
as
exemplified
Ward 1, Mrs. Irving McOonchie; be announced.
things that count. We should not
$442 46.
South Thomaston, $85.53, chair,
focus cur attention on the materia! in his willingness to work so long Ward 2. Mrs. Hugh Little and Mrs.
The Knox Agricultural Society,
with
Rachel
as
the
reward.
Then
Wendell Jones; Ward 3. Mrs. man to be announced.
things or harbor indifference, but
which operates Union Fair, is to be
St. George. $348.72, Mrs Charles paid the sum of $4.590.4(1 Windsor
put Christ first, look to Him for as Jacob wa? returning to his old Frank Holbrook and Mrs. Millard
Leach, chairman.
leading. Have Him as a center of home he met God face to face as Cole.
Fair operated by the South Kenne
Ward 4. Mrs. Maurice Lake;
Thomaston, 3801.38. Mrs. Edna bec Agricultural Society, has been
our life. An invitation to meet at he wrestled with the angel. His
the Ridge Church in Martinsville life was changed and he became Ward 5, Mrs. Donald Borgerson Keyes and Miss Leila Clark, chair awarded a stipend of <6,268.18.
for the annual meeting in May was Israel—a prince—instead of trick and Mrs Theodore Andrus; Ward men.
ster that he had been
6, Mrs. Robert Anderson; Ward 7,
Union, $298,71, Carl Spear and Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
extended by the pastor.
Warner Gifford, recently ap j Mrs. Richard Harden. Solicitors Mrs. William Robbins.
At the afternoon session, Rev.
Vinaihaven, $301.39. chairman to
Melvin Dorr read from the “Book pointed as visitation evangelist in 'or these wards will be announced.
Quotas for the branches in the be announced.
Of Remembrance” a list of mis the New England area, spoke briefA
county are as follows:
Warren, $3E'3.81, Mrs. George In
< Continued on Page Fivei
sionary workers whose birthdays
Appleton, $85.22, Mrs. Evelyn Pit graham. chairman.
man. chairman.
Washington. $75 09, chairman to
IT PAYS TO TRADE IN ROCKLAND
Camden, $2324 68, Miss Dorothy be announced.

In Time

MAYTAG

Friday, Feb. 26 ::

SESSION IN THIS CITY

C-G Spots Boost

: ST. GEORGE GRANGE HAIL ::

Large Drip Tray

KNOX RED CROSS QUOTA IS $11,510; Union and Windsor

’'nox County
’s Doing Well

RECOMMEND

4 Oil Lids
4 Gas Burners

HI1OLO

oy

cuuci,

Little Jane Hart, eight vears of age, of South Hope, claimed the tele
vision set, awarded her during Rockland Mid-Winter Bargain Days last
Thursday. Friday and Saturday, bright and early Tuesday morning. She
is shown above as she admired the Capehart unit, valued at 5475.00 re
tail, al Hitler’s Car & Home Supply. She Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Hart of South Hope and the whole family believe Rockland
Is a good place to shop—look what they give thetr customers.

Following is the list of persons Road.
Verna Little. Damariscotta
•who were awarded gifts by the
Marion Leonard, 3 Thomas Stmerchants of Rockland in the final
drawing for Mid-Winter Bargain Camden.
Mrs. James Grant, 25 Talbot Ave.
Days at the Strand Theatre Satur
Ruth Dodge. 44 Purchase 8t.
day evening.
Ruth Danforth, Union.
Bill Ryan, 21 Maverick SI
Fred Femald, Amesbury St.
C. Reed, 9 Limerock St.
Gilman Seabury, 63 Willow St
Andy Anderson, 108 Park St.
Alta Gray, 103 Camden St.
Marcia Rowling. 6 Cedar St.
Colby Post, 47 North Main St.
J. Boss, Tenant's Harbor.
Kent Glover, 71 Granite St.
Warren Ford, Thomaston
William F McLellan. 40 AdHarold Moore, South Union
montem Ave
Russell Neal. Friendship.
N. Grant, Thorndike Hotel.
Hilda Atheam, 25 Old County

DAY
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"Steamboat Yarns and Men"

lifoetmm
‘---i»uiar —
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BASKETBALL

Ctalrw
—1 waaincTS
__
viiiKS ana

Rockland High School vs Alumni

MAGIC CHEF

Friday, Feb. 26 - Community Bldg.

In a dan by bimnlf-tbere woe never a man Rko

Bid before end never will be again.
He's the man who said—
“Tbe only way they could make the Henry Morrison homelier
wtaM be te make her bigger".
“We heard about them boiler explosions ma'am and you
den'tiMedtaworry none en this trip. We took the britar right
ni at tar ud there it seta en that wharf eear there.'’

Volume 109, Number 24

LINCOLN BAPTISTS HELD FINE

Keen Friend Of

We SELL, SERVICE AND

WHILE THEY LAST

>5 •-*> per year
17 50 t‘r month t

TEN PAGES—5c COPT

Thursday
Issue

April 1 is anticipated, a Commis
sion sookesrr.an said.
Under the March 1 minimums,
consumers in southern Maine mar
ket areas Including the coastal ]
area, will pay 23 cents a quart;
Aroosiook county consumers. 22
cents and those in areas from
BelfasL east and from Showhegan I
north., generally, 2214 oer.ts. The
Mi linocket area is specially set
at 23 cents, and the Stonington
and Sou'hweut Harbor ares, on a
vear 'round pricing program, re
main at 24 ti cents. Th? Dover“cxcroft market, comprising 11
a 'jace-nt towns, is prloed with j
outhern Maine.
A 23 cent quart price returns
$5.99 per hundredweight to the
producer.

FA‘ ORITE POEM,

if I had my life to live again j
would have made a rule to ressome poetry and listen to wmOne Cent Milk
music at least once a week Th'
loss of these tastes Is a low o‘
, happiness —Charles Darwin
Price Drop Due
VILLAGE HOUSES
On March 1
A row of village houses.
Sitting in the sun.
The price of milk to most Maine
Are just like placid ladies,
consumers will go down one cent a
Smiling every one.
quart on March 1, acoording to an j They arc such friendly houses,
announcement from the Maine
With a lived in air,
| A helping hand they give you,
Milk Commission today.
They have found life fair.
The reduction, the Commission
i Just cheerful simple houses.
said, as it established new mini
Living in the sun
mum prices for Maine areas un
They are contented houses,
Brimming o'er with fun.
der its control, is a seasonal ad
Mary Morgan Ware.
justment. A further reduction on

TODAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

FINAL 3 DAYS
MEREDITH’S
February SALE

Hello, this is
Marilyn Monroe...

I’ll be seeing
you soon in

Cinemascope
P. S. And so will

Betty Grable and
Lauren Bacall in
20th Century-Fox’s

HowTo

A

Millionaire
TECHNICOLOt

P. P. S.

BOYS AND GIRLS

Chas. E. Stackpole
THOMASTON - TIL 194-1

148-Th-tf

FIRST GAME STARTS 7 P. M.

Prices; 60c Adults. 4Oc Students. 15c Grammar School Children
AU alumni, bovs and girls, are Invited t* participate. Boys
contact Billy Hoch, girls contact Gloria Witham or
Jeannlne Leach Aunts,

24-lt

TEL 1425

OP COURSE,

WEIL BE AT TW

BUY NOW AND SAVE
IAIN TTREET

Marry

ROCKLAND, MAINE

24-1$

STRAND
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Test Runs Of Auto

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855. and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $5. per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 5c. Circulation 6135.

The bowling alleys at the Com
munity Building have been the
scene of a tangle of nuts, bolts.
and strange looking machin
ery the past three days. Men from
the Bowimor Company of Everett,
Mass., have been busy installing
the new pin setting machinery at
the local alleys. The work is pro
gressing rapidly enough so that
Building Custodian "Bud” Sprowl
expects that company men will be
making test runs of the machinery
Thursday evening and Friday, with
the possibility that by Friday eve
ning, local fans may have a
chance to try out the new equip
ment.
The machines are of the latest
type and are the first to be in
stalled in this area. They have been
obtained from the manufacturer on
a rental basis with an option to buy
if the equipment proves as popu
lar as it has in other installations.
In the New England area alone
there are over 1300 of these ma
chines in operation at the present
time.
Representatives of the bowling
league teams met Tuesday to start
to have it in its final form before
work on their schedule for the re
Photo by uuuen mainder of the season and expect
the end of the week.
Capt Wadleigh and the newest recruit tor the Army's Canine Corps

Farm Kennel on Vinalhaven. An
cestry of the dog includes many
including
"Zarek
von Leilus
well-known members of the breed
Traum” an international cham
pion.
This dog is one of the first from
a local kennel to be selected by the
Army for its training program.
He will be shipped shortly to Cam
eron Station, Alexandria, Va.,
where a training center for canine
members of the Army is located.

EDITORIAL

LOYALTY KNOWS NO COMPROMISE
The Courier-Gazette takes this opportunity to place its
support wholly and unequivocally behind Senator Margaret
Smith. She will face in June, in her effort to secure renomination for her high office, a young unknown who has
opened his campaign with the promise of a "bitter political
shdwdown with Communism and national security" as the
major themes.
We have followed closely the career of Mrs. Smith as
Representative and as Senator, and endorse her record with
out hesitation. Hers has been "the considered conduct of a
wise and patriotic member of Congress, conscientious and
wholly sound. She has devoted her every effort to the welfare
of the Nation and her State, and worked unceasingly at
her job.
There is no rebellion against Mrs. Smith in Maine.
Rather she has a solid popularity never ln our time accorded
any Maine member of Congress.
It is evident for all to see. that the present opposition
against her has an outside-of-Maine origin, and the political
sniping will be by outside political interests. This we frankly
resent.
We are for Senator Smith-foot, horse and artillery- and
are proud to so align ourselves and our newspaper.
"Loyalty knows no compromise. It is absolute or It is
nothing."

Municipal Court

Haskell & Corthell
has a complete stock of

Lee Bidets
The authentic western cowboy
pants and jackets! They fit trim
and snug. Sanforized! Lee Cowboy
Denim wean like iron! For men,
women and children.

For social items tn The Courier
Gazette. Phone 1044. City
tt

Mm's......... $3.91

and $4 29
Women's
...............
3.59
Tenth's
......... :.............. 2.98

Beys'

...............................

2.49

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

Haskell & Corthell
CAMDEN, ME.

DIAL 484
24-lt

TROUBLE-FREE MOTORING

(If the weather is zero or an
awful snowstorm sale will be
Wednesday, March 3).
Some nice furniture, the kind
you want. Parlor and kitchen
furnliure, chairs, tables, etc.
Possible some antiques. Knickknacks, nice kitchen cabinet, rug,
Columbia boys’ bike, electrical
appliances.
Besides large con
signment lots a load will be
brought in by Jack. Pot burner
and new horseshoes.
Harvey L. Gurnev, Auctioneer.
24-lt

J It means
I People ® I
I Helping
j
i People
_________ J
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A GOOD APPOINTMENT
Rockland has a particular interest in the nomination by
Gov. Cross of Walter M. Tapley, Jr., of Portland to the
Superior Court bench. He is the son of Mrs. Tapley and the
late Walter M. Tapley of Rockland where the family was very
popular a few decades ago.
Following removal to Portland, the rise of Walter Tapley,
Jr., was followed by Rockland folk with keenest Interest. His
record as an attorney has been above reproach, and one of
steadily increasing responsibilities.
In nominating a solid career man in the law to the Su
perior Bench, a man in vigorous early middle life with many
years of service to the State ahead, afid a man with long
practical experience as prosecutor in the largest County in
the State—Governor Cross has shown good Judgment.
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YOU GET EXTRA VALUE!
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ONE WAY TRAFFIC GROWS IN FAVOR
Every merchant who gives

The passing of time finds Rockland’s one-way traffic plan
still a subject cf daily conversation, though by and large
criticisms are fewer and complimentary comment more
prevalent.
While the beneficial results of the plan are more notice
able during the heavy traffic of summer there are daily evi
dences of value In the less congested months. Snow removal
is greatly convenienced and sanding operations simplified
with the usual congestion of heavy snow almost entirely
absent.
It is quite evident that resurfacing will have to be done
on several streets bearing heavy traffic, a fact mentioned
by City Manager Farnsworth when the plan was first
broached. Th.s weakening cf the roads with tar top alone is
particularly apparent where the impact from the hard top
surfaces of Main and Union streets first hit the weaker and
worn tar top.
The handling of the traffic Ught at Union and Limerock
streets has brought special words of commendation to the
police department.
If "no parking” on the east end of heavily traveled
School street could be enforced as efficiently as is the re
striction on the south side of Elm street, many more kind
words would come to the boys In blue. The School street
egress into Main is probably the most heavily used of any of
the short streets, and the left hand turn, further compl'cated
by the northward flow from Tillson avenue, is very frequently
hampered by cars parked on the southern side near Main.
We fully realize the heavy burdens borne by our under
manned police department, and have frequently voiced our
appreciation of the excellent account they give of them
selves. Though we dislike to suggest added work, a few
tickets judiciously placed on the School street offenders would
improve the situation in that area.

UNITED Trading Stamps

gives you

extra

value. Save

UNITED Trading Stamps for
nationally advertised pre

miums by buying where you

see the United emblem.

THE

FOLLOWING MERCHANTS, FUEL OIL DEALERS,

FILLING STATIONS NOW GIVING UNITED TRADING
STAMPS ON ALL PURCHASES
Fuller's Market

Crescent Street

Kaler's Corner Grocery

O:d County Road

Green & White Market

Park Street

DRY CLEANERS
Collins & Foss

492 Main Street

OIL DEALERS
Thurston Oil Company

39 Tillson Wharf

Chick's Service Oil Co.

564 Main Street

OIL AND GAS
a*

BOSTON

7Ze

everything you need
for your traveling
comfort and pleasure

M

“'Hotel
eJourtune
gJ *

Superior Gas & Oil Co.
»

:4

st

s
»

fabulous food
al sensible prices

a

•

Early American
Setting

&

•a

ROLAND A. GENTHNER
SERVICE STATION - - - OARAGE
<9

'■ ■•eTroet. c«u sror

as

rae aatu eew

149 Park Street
Union Street

Park Street

Rockland Esso Station

Call on any of the above and get your Premium Catalog and Stamp Saver Booklet plus
Stamps on your first purchase.
We expect that many more Rockland Merchants will join this stamp plan

<

in the very near future.

Ask For UNITED TRADING STAMPS
a

a
a

INTIMATE
COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

m

MANAGES

BOCKLAND

Union Street Esso Station

at

MODERATE RATES
HANOT TO THEATRES. SHOEPING AND DOWNTOWN BOSTON
BUSINESS.

550 Main Street

Park Street Esso Station

a

BOYISTON ANO TREMONT STS.
OYIf LOOKING BOSTON COMMON
OVI

STARTS AT THE FILLING STATION of

26 NEW CONTY BD.

LIGHT'S PAVILION
WASHINGTON, MAINE

Entertained Guests

BOY SCOUTS VS. DELINQUENCY

A Republican Caucus will be
neld at the Selectmen's office Tuesi day at 7.30 p. m. Committee offlI cers will be elected, also delegates
and alternates to attend the con
vention which will be held at Ban
gor on April 1 and 2.
, 280. Drew’ 264. Peacock 256. Goose
I 309, total 1355.
Pirates: MacDonald 254, Olson
264, Peterson 270, Smith for San
born 287, Shields 292, total 1367.

Ardrey Orff of Rockland and
PORT CLYDE
grandchildren, Carol and John
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Dunn and
'Skippy) Utterback of Bangor, Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Loud and son Ste son Richard of Methuen, N. J.,
phen of Bangor and Mr. and Mrs. were guests over the weekend and
holiday at the New Ocean House.
Robert Seliger of Rockiand.
The Sam Peoples and guests
Attend Capping Exercises
of Natick, Mass., are spending a
-Miss Luree Wotton who is in
few days at their cottage near
training at the New England Bap
Drift Inn Beach.
tist Hospital. Boston, is spending a
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Sissons of
week with her parents, Mr. and
Stoneham, Mass., are at their ootMrs. Chester Wotton. She will re
tage for a few days.
turn on Friday accompanied by her
Albert Watts. Sr. is home from
mother and her aunt, Mrs Charles
Hartford. Conn., for the week
Sylvester who will remain to at
end.
tend the capping exercises on Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sorenson
day when Miss Wotton will be
of
Stoneham, Mass., have arrived
among those being capped.
at their cottage for the weekend
Pleasantly Surprised
and holiday.
Mrs. Lana Killeran was pleasant
5am Zwecker of New York is
ly surprised on Sunday when a ■in town on business.
number of relatives arrived at her
home to celebrate her birthday. A
Many a so-called square deal has
very enjoyable time was had by all. a corner or two knocked off before
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Clifford he deal is closed.
Shuman of Bremen, Mrs. Jennie
Simmons and son Conley of Friend
ship, Mrs. Florence Geyer, Mr. and
- AUCTION Mrs. Homer Marshall and Clyde
Maloney of Pleasant Point. Ed Ma Saturday, Feb. 27
loney of Hathorne’s Point, and
6.30 P. M.
Mrs. Minnie Parsons of Rockland.

Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kendall
Orff during the weekend and holi- '
day were Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Wheeler of Saugus, Mass., Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Draper and children
of South Warren, Mrs. Richard
Overlock of Warren, Mr. and Mrs.

When a good firm considers moving into a community
there are many things Its officials discuss besides housing
transpor’at on costs, water supply, power availability and
labor potentials.
They check the schools, the churches, recreation facilities
and the strength of the Boy Scout activity in the city. A firm
employing large numbers of men appreciates the necessity
for the families of their employees to be well provided for in
extra curricular activities as far as s hools go, and to have
the beneficent effect of Eoy Scouting in keeping their boys
from falling into the all-too-preva'.ent trend toward juvenile
delinquency.
In Rockland Boy Scouting is strong indeed, numbering
close to 500 boys in the several groups, and having in addition
a splendid type of citizen associated as Scout Masters, Troop
Committeemen and other officers.
We frankly feel that the Boy Scouts offer a very strong
reason for the remarkable freedom from delinquency noted
in Rockland.
The Boy Scouts are at the moment embarking on their
annual drive for funds, and we take this opportunity to urge
strong financial support. The Juvenile delinquency angle is
only or.e of the benefits that make Boy Scouting a "must” in
this city.

Gerald Pittman, of Boston, crew
man on a Ro;k!and dragger, ap
peared before Rockland Municipal
court Tuesday morning, to request
continuance of his case for 15 days.
Pittman was taken into custody
Thursday, Feb. 17, by local police,
as the result of a warrant issued
by Massachusetts authorities. He is
charged with non-support of his
six children.
Attorney Christopher Roberts
counsel for Pittman, requested the
THE WORMS FINALLY TURNED
continuance to allow his client to
IN ISLAND BOWLING—GOOSE
make one more fishing trip which
might make it possible for him to
IN RARE FORM
meet the financial obligation.
A Massachusetts police officer, in
the results were Just the same, a
Disconsolate Ducks Depressed
Rockland to escort Pittman to Bos
The rejuvenated Worms, after nioe five point win for the Worms
ton, indicated that the children
many long weeks of poor pickings, who needed just this shot in the were now being supported by wel
arm to start them on the last
finally scored a five-point victory
fare funds and that Pittman would
half of he season.
over
the
Ducks
last
week,
Captain Wymie says that if he eventually have to face a Massa
when they produced the biggest can only ,kaep his team on edge chusetts court w’hether the finan
cial obligation was met or not.
team total of the season and with a good big feed every two (
Since
extradition
proceedings
smacked the Ducks down by 84 weeks he will show them all the 1
would occupy several days anywav
heels
of
his
rubber
boots
before
pins. Captain Wymie himself led
the case was continued to March
the attack, and his total of 315 haf of the season.
15 and Pittman was released on
Score,
Ducks
vs.
Worms:
was a great source of satisfaction
at that time.
Ducks: Grimes 248, Loveless 251. j $500 bond to appear
to this rubber boot bowier. Capt.
• • * »
Wymie’s belief that rubber boots Nelson 256. Smith 272, Poole 296.
Tuesday morning, Harold Cum
•re the best footwear for bowlers total 1317:
Worms: Bickford for Adams 266, mings, of 7 Brick St. Rockland,
seemed to be borne out by the
pleaded guilty to a charge of speed
fact that two others on his team Tibbitts 259. Johnson 289. Rae 272
ing. He was fined 410 on the Charge
did very well in that kind of foot Wymie 315, total 1401.
which was brought by Patrolman
wear, for Bruce Johnson’s 116
Goose Was Hot But Pirates
George Ackley after stopping Cum
single string stood out as top
Were Firemen
mings on Union Street Sunday, Peb.
string and Tibbetts seemed to be
The Pirates took four points to 21.
doing all right in the boots too.
• • • •
This is the first match that the the Ganders’ one at the Monday
In Municipal Court Wednesday
Worms have had the benefit of night joust of the Vinalhaven morning, Frederick L. Brazier of
Doc Rae's bowling and his 91 av Bowling Club last week, but It was Thomaston appealed his conviction
erage was a big help in downing a hotly contested match all the on a charge of operating a motor
the Ducks.
way and the Buccaneers knew vehicle while under the influence
A great deal of fun was had they had been ln a battle when lt of intoxicating liquor. He also ap
with Morg Sutliffe over his was over. Hottest of the hot was pealed a charge of operatng with
method of keeping -score but Morg the old Goose whose single of 118 out a license and was bound over
countered with “What’s a few pins in the second string and total of to the May term of Superior Court
more or less in an 84 pin defeat?" 306 was 17 pins better than the j on both charges.
The match was bowled ln piece nearest man to him. Capt. Shields i The charges were brought by
meal due to the several engage of the Pirates. With the aid of all State Trooper Harvey Childs after
ments of the different bowlers, but his craft and skill, combined with stopping a truck, allegedly operated
a goodly portion of luck the Goose by Brazier, on Route 131 in Thom
made some wonderful shots that aston on Tuesday.
Aovnnsio
• * e e
filled the air with cheers from
Harry W. Byrd of North Edgehis team mates and loud raspber
ries from the opposition. When he comb paid a fine of $5 and costs
made an almost incredible spare when found guilty of operating a
In the last frame of the second trailer without proper registration
string and then got an 8 pin break on Route 1.
• * * •
on it to tie the game, he brought j
A minor appearing before Judge
down the house. The Ganders
Dwinal was ruled not to be a run
had won the first string and point
away when it was established that
so that the tie second string made he had gone from his grandfather's
the third string a two-pointer with residence to live with an uncle.
the match at stake also.
Things looked Dretty good for
them when Peacock started off the
third string with a spare and the ROCKPORT
Goose got a three on his and then MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
the roof fell in. The Pirates show
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483
ered 11 spares on the Ganderboys
from then on and took the string
by 29 and the match by 12. Sub
stitute Clint Smith was a big help
to the Pirates in downing the Gan
ders and his 287 was considerably
more than one would expect from
Old Timer Sanborn, whose place
he filled. Link is still out with
that confounded Charley horse but
is still able to push a pencil and
keep the score. All in all this
match was a beautiful example of
the old saying ‘’Bowling is like
getting married. You never know
what is going to hit you next.”
Score, Ganders vs. Pirates:
Ganders: Bickford 246. Sutliffe

Nell Lash pf 6tonlngton was
guest last week of his grandpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Fales.
Another grandson, Irving Lash, al
so visited them a couple ol days.
Mrs Richard Fales and Mrs.
Charles Dodge spent Tuesday after
noon with Mrs. Lana KUleran.
Mrs. Alice Berry of Camden is
guest of her daughter. Mrs. Robert
Laaka.
Miss Fannie Crute is visiting her
cousin, Mrs. E. S. Covey in Wash
ington, D. C.
Mrs. Jeannette Orff wil! be hos
tess to the B. H. J. Club next
Tuesday evening.
Miss Carrie Wallace is with Mrs.
Edward Miller, North Waldoboro,
for an Indefinite time.
There will be a meeting of the
Cushing Town Club at the Central
School Monday evening. Everybody
welcome.
Mrs. Geneva Laaka. chairman of
the Easier Seal Drive, and her coworkers, Mrs. Agnes Yofing and
Mrs. Jeannette Orff, have prepared
the Easter Seals for mailing. It is
hoped there will be a generous re
sponse to this worthy cause as the
proceeds go for the benefit of crip
pled children at the Hyde Memorial
Home in Bath and their Pine Tree
camps. There will also be some
activity between now and Easter to
further the drive in this commu
nity.

Three Times a Week
Editor John M. Richardson

Pin Setters May
Start Tonight

The latest volunteer for the
Armed Services from Kruox Coun
ty visited the office of The Cou
rier-Gazette Tuesday morning to
be interviewed and have his pic
ture taken. This newest recruit,
age 18, but months instead of
years, is an impressive black
German Shepherd named “Our
Own Teddy.”
Teddy is owned by Capt. Leroy
Wadleigh, owner of the Mill River

CUSHING
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MAINE SALES AGENT — HAROLD V. FISH
P. O. Box 241

&

Tel. 1095

Bath, Maine
M-lt
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of the lake, about 4.30 p. m. well
Into the lake from the inlet, when
Men Escape Death Tolman dropped throuvh what apI peared to be perfectly solid ice.
'till clutching an ice chisel, he
In Crawford Pond
a'tempted to gain solid ice bu’ the
Jack Toiman and Perley Merri- ; unexpectedly thin ice broke under
fitld of West Rockport had a nar- h's efforts to clirrb out.
row escape from drowning late! Merrifield, going to his aid, also
broke through. The two men were
Wednesday afternoon
in the
some minutes gaming solid ice and
southern end of Crawford's Pond. climbing out of the icy water. Then
-Tiie two men. both ardent ' they had to hike an eighth of a mile
spoilsmen, were crossing the end to their car on the Ernest Young

farm in soaked clothing before they
could start for their homes.
Merrifield pointed out Thursday
that the ice they were crossing
oked perfectly strong and the area
where they broke through appeared
to be no different than that which
had supported them
He advised fishermen to stay well
clear of lake inlets, allowing much
greater leeway than usual, as it is
apparent that water action has
thinned ice a considerable distance
from the inlets.

West Rockport

Green Island Packing Buys Bird Block

: OF THE TOWN
, Chamber of Commerce Secretary
i Ralph Bartlett was a speaker be- I
and community events fore Rockland High Schoo! classes
ited. for this^ calendar. All Wednesday, taking as his topic the
and space here cannot be’ 1 economy of Rockland.
ales, suppers, dances, canGeneral Foods Marine Base has
iccepted The decision of
ir Is final ]
taken delivery of a 800 horsepower
-Prances Willard Day, pro- 12 cylinder General Motors diesel
ami tea
engine for installation in the trawl
1 -Odd Fellows meet at er Squall.
». Hall.
—Past Noble Grands' Night
A bus load of students and se
riam Rebekah Lodge.
3—Ash Wednesday. Lent veral car loads of team followers
will travel to Lewiston today to
3—Lafayette Aux. No. 18 cheer for Thomaston High School

ming Events

^etTldR^IG^lsHaub!in 1U Openmg rOund fOnteSt WUh

1 Fellows Hall.
I Qf®eley Institute of Cumberland,
t—Emblem Club meets at at the Class M basketball tourna-

(—Temperance Day in the game is scheduled for 2.30 in the
s.
>—Joint Meeting of Rock- afternoon at Lewiston Armory.
Federated Women's Clubs
There will be an important meet
.rnsworth Museum.
.4-20—New England Spring ing of all Tyler School PTA. fair
Show, Mechanics Build- j chairmen, their committees and all
.u 1— .
. ■ Room Mothers at Tyler School
19—-Methebesec Club meets
Monday evening at 7.30.
msworth Museum.
-Comdr. Donald B. MadMilThere will be a supper and en
o lecture at Community
ng. auspices the Rockland tertainment at Odd Fellows Hall
ers’ Association
i Monday evening, followed by regu
—Methebesec Club meets
meeting. Mrs. Marguerite
Mrs. Charles Whitmore, lar
Grindle is chairman of the supper.
roadway.
—Fifth Annual State of
• Future Apprentice ConiRockland Fire Department ans
in. State House, Augusta. wered a call at the Self Service
—Farm and Home Week Shoe Store, 397 Main street, Wed
ig at University of Maine,
nesday morning to extinguish a fire
tug. 13 —Summer Study in the awning outside the store.
n. University of Maine, Cause of the fire was not deter
mined and the fire damage was
O—Maine Broiler Day Fesconfined to the awning .
Belfast.

Photo oy cuuei
The John Bird Block which has been purchased b.v the Witham interests and which will be continued as
a warehouse foi; which it has been used for some years.

One of Rockland's business land later acquired by Charles Heywood |
marks changed hands early this and Company of Bangor and used :
week when the John Bird Block, by them as a wholesale grocery con- ;
located on Tillson Avenue was pur cern. In recent years, the building
chased by thc Green Island Pack has been used by a number of local
ing Company of this city.
firms for warehouse purposes.
Originally built in 1898 by the
Heywood and Company were .the
John Bird Company, wholesale ow ners from whom ■ Green Island
grocers and extract manufactur- Packing Company purchased the
ers, the building w-as used by them i property early this week. The local
for many years. The property was concern has been using the main

floor of the structure as a warehouse for about four years and acquired the property to expand their
storage facilities.
The new owners of the building
plan to make necessary basic repairs
and to use the entire building as a
warehouse. Company officials esti
mate the added space will triple
the present storage capacity avail
able to them.

WORK OF ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Young. Robert L.. Arey, Leslie B
Dyer, Jack Carlson, Henry Ander
son, Alec Christie. Frank Sellers,
and William Clayter as guest c
Robert Arey. Lt. Comdr. Jasper D.
Akers of Rockland was the speaker
of the evening.
Miss Harriet Vinal of Natick.
Mass., is spending the vacation
week here with her sisters. Mrs.
Mildred Hopkins and Mrs Nellie
Marston.

AND PROBLEMS OF ALCOHOLISM
DISCUSSED IN BPW MEETING

Kiwanis directors will meet at
The Business and Professional
the
Thorndike Hotel Friday evening
lice it will be when, as The
Womens Club of Rockland last
l Weather Man, we no!
dlscua6 the t>etter home show on
evening gave the first recognition,
have to write the word , club planned for Apr11 5
«
by a club in the area, to the work
at all. As it is, we know j
The Rockland Extension Asso- of tbe group known as Alcoholics
dt last long once It is on the
' j ciation wrill hold their dessert card Anonymous.
and Grandfather Baldwin „„ .
.
.
....
i party at the American Legion
One hundred and twelve persons
say that spring snow was „„„ _
.
. .
..
i Home Tuesday, March 2, 7.30 p.m. attended the public meeting in the
poultice to draw, the frost
Table prizes will be organdy main gallery of the Farnsworth
the ground.
One of The
aprons, several nice door prizes. Museum. Dr. Gilmore W. Soule of
linotype operators has a
Please bring own cards, and call Rockland served as moderator of the
■nt dislike for snow and ice.
Mrs. Bernard Jameson, 1633, for forum.
y night the car in which
reservations. This is a benefit for
The problems of alcoholism and
Ite Johnson was a passenthe Home for Aged Women, which alcoholics was discussed at length.
€ a double loop on a Walhill. Plenty of black and is the Extension Association's Questions written by persons in
ots resulted, but it takes Community project for the year. the audience were answered by a
panel composed of professional per
an a car spill to force her
The women's bowling league
om her beloved "machine.” resumes play next week. Monday. sons who in their daily work en
counter those problems
March 1, Vagabonds vs Nf wberts;
Two members of the local group
Neeson. who has been assoDryads vs. Bluebells; Wednesday, of Alcoholics Anonymous described
with the Knox Theatre
March 3. Submarines vs. Alley their own personal problems with
ie past winter, and is pres- ! Bciles; Rebels vs. Bell Ringers.
alcohol and told of the aid given
rec'lng the Guild’s lorththem by the ovgamzation
production '‘Duley,” leaves I
BORN
Panel members included Max
for Charleston. 8. C. There J Perry—At Knox Hospital, Feb.
direct the play “Porgy" for ‘ 23- to Mr. and Mrs. John Perry, a Good of Augusta, director of the
Division of Alcoholics Rehabilitas Azalea Festival under the J son'
of
—At Knox Hospital, Feo
ot the
tne Dock
Dock Street
Street Thea
Thea- ii 23>Williams
Mr and Mrs william Wl]. tion. Dr. Paul Jones, Union psy
chiatrist; Miss Jean Bullock, Knox
liams of Warren, a son.
Waterman—At Knox Hospital, Hospital social worker; Dr. John
5 are to be made Saturday Feb. 20. to Dr. and Mrs. Richard Smith Lowe D. D.; County Attorney
Curtis Payson: Henry Jackson, adthe sunken cruise schooner Waterman of Waldoboro, a son.
. . i Havener—At Knox Hospital, Feb.
in Lermonds Cove and to 22, to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Havener ministrator of Knox Hospital and
Rockland Chief of Police Bernard
er for examination of' her
‘
of Warren, a daughter.
GATHER

MARRIED
French-Firth—At Camden. Peb
Party at GAR Hall Fri20.
Adelbert
French and Bernice
>. 26, at 2 p. m. Sponsored
Firth, both of Camden—by Rev. E
31vll War Memorial Associ- Roy Burchell.
34-lt
Tyler-Wood—At South Thomas
ton, Feb. 14. Ralph B Tyler and
shorthand and typing in Miss Anne C Wood, both of
eeks to get your start on a South Thomaston—by Rev Merle
Conant.
•
career
Morning class
ch. of Coniimeroc.
24-lt
DIED
Gay—At Brockton. Mass.. Fob.
to Measure Clothes for 23. George W Gay of Rockland,
id Women, sold on easy age 69 years. Funeral Friday at
1 p. m. from Russell Funeral Home
. plan, 5 months to pay. with Rev. Merle Conant officiating
id Tailors, George Ryan, Burial is to be in Oak Hill Ceme
ke Hotel,
24-lt tery ln Camden.
Curtis — At Portland. Feb 23,
Ralph Curtis of Rockland, age 41
HIOLK'S ANONYMOUS
group meets Wednesday years. Funeral services Thurs (to
day) at 2 p. m. from Davis Fu
nday, GAR. Hall, Lune- neral Home. 558 Main St.. Rev.. J.
. 8 p. m. Women’s group Charles MacDonald officiating. In
weekly.
For Information terment in Seaview Cemetery in
ng either group, address spring.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Alton J.
Prior, who passed away Feb. 26
1952.
Wife, Hattie B Prior, sons Sid
ney, Elmer, Clyson and daughter,
Beulah Wotton.
24’lt

Thompson.
Mrs. Florence Morse R. N.. chair
man of the BPW health and safety
committee, was in charge of ar
rangements.
The work of Alcoholics Anony
mous was fully described by its
Celebrates Sixth Birthday
members present. Others observed
’hat the group had been successful
Miss Lucy Dyer, daughter of Mr.
in effecting "cures” where institu and Mrs. Roy Dyer celebrated her
tional methods had failed.
sixth birthday. Feb. 13 by enter
It was brought out that Alcoholics taining several of her young
Anonymous meet each Sunday fi lends at her home on A’ianiic
evening and that the meetings are i avenue. A merry afternoon was
open to any person witfling to at- passed wiih games, and birthday
tend. Meeting times and the place cake and ce cream were enjoyed
of meeting are advertised in The Guests were Marilyn Johnson,
Courier-Gazette.
caiidra Webster, Roberta Sprague,
Tamara Hopkins, Leeanne Healey,
June Bennett, Kristine Winslow.
Carol Aliev, Teddie Dyer Invited
VINALHAVEN
but unable to be present were Cyn
MRS EMMA WINSLOW
thia i\lley and Cathy Healey
Correspondent

Very often it is a great disadvan
Miss Laverne Orcutt of Rock- tage for a youngster to begin a
Ianc, who
hw motw MrJ career with all the advantages.
Aines Orcutt last, week enter
Pair of glasses with brown rims;
tained a grouo of friends Thurs
in red leather case lost between
day and ’•'riday evenings at the
Talbot Ave., and Community Build
home of her mother, East Main
II found, please
£treet
MUs Orcutt relurned to ing. Union St.
telephone 136.
24-26
Monday.

Miss Virginia Black of West
Hartford. Corrn., is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Annie Black and sis
ter. Mrs. Phyllis Ross.
Mrs. Albert Carver returned
Monday from a trip to New York
City with her daughter, Miss Mari
lyn Carver of Portland, and a
weekend visit with her daughter
and son-in-law, Mr and Mrs. John
Walch at Auburndale, Mass.
At the North Haven Lions Club
meeting held at Nebo Lodge Mon
day ‘night, the following members
of the Vinalhaven Lions Club at
tended: Carl Williams, Harrv

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
thanks and appreciation to all my
friends and relatives who were so
kind during the long illness of my
dear husband, for cards, flowers,
oaintles and other gifts sent him
and for many kind acts after his
passing. Also do I wish to thank
Camden Community Hospital and
Mac Murray Nursing Home for
excellent care given my husband ♦
while patient there Special thanks
to Dr. Harry G. Tounge. Rev. J, ♦
G. P. Sherburne, Louis Pend’eton,
Miss Doris Sylvester, Allen Payson I
for use of Tow’n Ambulance, Har
old Flanders, Waldoboro and for
all the beautiful florals that were
sent All were greatly appreciated.
lox 711 Rockland, Me.
People who live on'y to amuse
God Bless you all
98-th-tf themselves have one of the tough
Mrs. Daniel R. Yates.
Camden.
24*lt
est assignments in the world.
GAME PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY

M.

,

At 7.39 P.
TOWER ROOM
wmunity building
sea Knights of Cetomhaa
16-TATh-tf

Biiyingwon price alone can
prove to he a disappointing
experience, IT COSTS NO
MORE, OFTEN LESS, TO
CALL US.
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BURPEE
ineral Home
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Established 1890
MBULANCE SERVICE
TEI, 3M
LIMEROCK STREET
.OCKLAND, MAINE
12-tf?

namssaasnsaaaaaacv

RUSSELL
meral Home
tARL M.
LADY ASSISTANT
HOUR AMBULANCK
I VICE

PHONE 701

DANGEROUS
TREES!
Your shade trees are constantly
being weakened by ke and
winter winds.
Weakened and dangerous Umbo
and trees can be removed or
braced properly te insure yon
against costly accidents.

1949 PONTIAC 8 four-door Se
dan for sale, new slip covers. Ex
cellent condition.
price
8800
HOWARD DUNBAR. 75 Willow
street. Rockland Tel. 911.
24-26
CHIHUAHUA Pups for sale at
256 UPPER PARK ST.. City. 24'lt

Confectionery Store
Pleasant. Steady Work

WRITE P. O. BOX
ROCKLAND

CARD PARTY
LEGION HOME

Tuesday, March 2

24-lt

OUR STORE!!!

Door Prizes
Table Prizes (Organdy Aprons!
Refreshments
Benefit Home for Aged Women
DONATION 75c
24-25

The Dental Office of
DR. BURTON E. FLANDERS
Will Be Closed from
February 22 to April 1
23-25

14-tf

SMALL'S

LEAN RIB BEEF - lb. 25c

HAMBURG

STEWING BEEF

ARMOUR’S STAR
Made from selected beef A pork
POUND
59c
CELLO PKG.

FRESH GROUND

LEAN BEEF

LEAN
ECONOMICAL

2 Ibs. 63c

lb. 59c

•

39c

6 Lb. Ave.

Fresh Native Chickens

39c

Jumbo Eggs, fresh native 70c

Corned Beef

45c

Lean. Boneleas Rrinket

/$

Sirloin Steak

49c

T-Bone er Porterhouse

59c

Bonelrse Chuck
Remember that SMALL’S is the
plare to do your meat buying.
Read the current meat price* . ..

29c
3 Ibs. 10c

YELLOW SKIN ONIONS

Pot Roast OT StCW Beef
.

,

Veol tliops

49c
49c

SKINLESS—POUND

MINCED HAM, Sliced

SAVE TIME—SERVE CHEESE

HALIBUT

59c

ARMOUR’S—Natural Cheddar Cheese

OLEO

STRAWBERRIES
MAINE
INSPECTED
YELLOW
3
SKIN
ICEBERG
2
FANCY

Aged To a Flavor You Like—Ask for Free Sample!

POTATOES

pk. 29c

BUTTER

ONIONS

Ibs. 10c

YELLOW EYE

hds. 29c

Spinach

cello bag 23c

Salad Bowl

cello bag 17c
2 Ibs. 29c
lb. Sc

Heinz Big Value Sale!!!
Heinz Kosher Dills,
25 oz. jars 2 for 69c
Heinz Fr. Cucumber Pickles pt. jars 2 for 49c
Heinz Tomato Ketchup 14 oz. bot. 2 for 49c
HEINZ NO. 1

CROSSE & BLACKWELL

MARMALADE, Pure Orange
MOLASSES, Crosby
BEEF AND GRAVY, Colonial
CORNED BEEF, Armour's
MILK, Armour's
PINEAPPLE, Sliced

lb.
40 oz.
15 oz. can
can
4 cans
2h can

29c
37c
39c
45c
49c
35c

79c

BLUE BONNET
ALLSWEET

lb. 29c

FRESH
CREAMERY

lb. 73c

STATE OF
MAINE

BEANS

BACON

2 Ibs. 25c

SUGAR CURED
FULL SLICES

lb. 59c

FRESH FROM NEARBY FARMS
MEDIUM
EGGS
SIZE

doz. 59c

SMOKED
SHOULDERS UTTLEPlG lb. 49c

Visit Our New
Bakery Counter
THIS WI
WEEK'S SPECIALS

4 tins 45c
3 pkgs. 25c
2 cans 29c

JELL-O, All Flavors
TOMATOES, Farmhouse

2 Lb. Box

CHEESE FOOD

From the Sunny South—Direct To Us
FRF.SH NEW CROP

CREAM OF TOMATO SOUP

lb. 59c

S10RE CHEESE

SLICED OR CUT
FOK BOILING

LETTUCE

lb. 29c

Free Parking!!!

The First Sign of Spring—
STRICTLY FRESH EASTERN

WHITE

29c

FRANKFORTS

Shop Conveniently

PIES

In 4 Delicious Flavors!

APPLE
CUSTARD
COCONUT DELIGHT
LEMON

49c

RASPBERRY BUNS

30c

A BREAKFAST TREAT
Birdseye

10 oz.
PKGS.

2L PKGS.
9 oz 31c
w 1 *• Peas

Potatoes

33c

A Good Deal For a Tasty Meal!

Try These Today!

HI-IIAT—JUST HEAT AND SERVE

READY TO EAT—JUST HEAT AND SERVE

3 for 98c

DEL MONTE—Sliced or Halves

1 lb., 12 oz. can 33c

DEL MONTE

Fruit Cocktail
1 lb., 1 oz. can 27c
SARAN WRAP PLASTIC FILM 25 ft. roll 35c
RIVER RICE, Fancy Blue Rose 2 1-lb. pkgs. 35c
POPCORN, Popeye Brand
2 bags 43c
PEANUT BUTTER, Beechnut
11 oz. jar 35c
Cook’s Delight

Cube Steak, lean, tender 65c
rwr

SLICED—POUND

BEEF LIVER

Peaches

Fresh Native Fowl

FOWL lb. 39c

FRANKFORTS

CHICKEN PIES

POCKLAND, ME.

UPPER PARK SP.

7UR0MV

“TiJC

Birdseye—French Fried

MARITIME OIL CO.

'Remewoe/r

IL

-FANCY BRISKET
-THICK RIB

It’s PERRY’S
From Pete Edwards' Farms—
FRESH DRESSED

CORNED BEEF

7.30 p. m.

Steak

666

GALORE THROUGHOUT

BANANAS, Yellow Ripe
CABBAGE, fancy new

CALL 1371— for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

G^OUA/D LOSE"

Tree Service
and Fully Iuanrei
18-25

24-lt

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Sale? Clerks

ROCKPORT. ME.

5.06-6.30

DESSERT

To Broil or Fry

The Goodridge

TEL. 2120
1-tt

CARD OF THANKS
To our friends, neighbors and
Seven Tree Grange we wish to
express cur sincere thanks for
their expressions of sympathy
shown bv the carde and beautiful
flowers during our recent bereave
ment.
Family of D. Linwxxxl Carroll
and brother. John L. Carroll.
Union
24’ lt

- WANTED -

828

G. A. R. HALL
Saturday, Feb. 27

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Bert H. Clif
ford who passed away Feb. 26.
1947 Sadly missed by
Mrs Bert H. Clifford. Mr and
Mrs. Albert A. Brown, Mr and
Mrs. Donald Clifford.
24'lt

For inspection el your treee at
absolutely
NO
OBLIGATION
Call or Write:

BOX

RAREMONT
LOCKLAND. MAINE

PUBLIC SUPPER

Read The Courier-Gazette

VALUES

Macaroni

lb. 19c

HABITANT SOUPS
Onion
IS ez. can 22c
Pea 2 15-oz. cans 25c
Veg. 2 15-oz. cans 27c

6 for 29c

FISH CAKES
MARSHMALLOW TWEET

jar 19c

CARROT or BEET CHIPS

3 cans 29c

PEAS, Libby's

2 cans 29c

SLICED BEEF With GRAVY

COFFEE, Perry's

can 55c
lb. 89c

SALMON

tall tin 39c
i

Friend*

Baked Beans
All Varieties

Sugar
5 Ibs. 49e

2 tall cans 49c
Argo

Macaroni

Mazola Oil

La Rem

PL Rot.

Qt. Bot.

pkg. 24c

41c

77c

Karo Syrup
Red Label
Blue label

Gloss Starch

bat. 24c
bat. 23c , 2 pkgs. 27c

t^SThavX Hamburg, lean, all beef 33c
biggest meat values . . . famous
.
w . .
.
. for Davor at prices that produce BOneiCSS VOOl KOOSI
savings!

43c
24* It

FREE with purchase of Robin Hood Flour—QuiKut Knives
24-lt

Pop Foot

Rockland Couner-Gaielte, Thursday, February 25, 1954

BUYING AND CARE OF WORK CLOTHES
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

ARE VITALLY IMPORTANT MATTERS

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once (or 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice'. All “blind ads” so called. I. e„ advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MIST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

EGGS & CHICKS

YOU cannot go wrong by see
ing us before you buy a new or
used Tractor. We have them for
every purpose at prices to fit your
pocketbook. Easy terms arranged.
W. S . PILLSBURY & SON, Wa
terville.
24-25
CHAIRS. Tables, Stands. Guns,
Clothes for sale, also misc. items.
RICHARD THOMAS. 6 Chestnut
St.. Rockland.
24* lt
LATHE and Bolter Machine for !
sale; also 18-acre hardwood lot 1
at the Bog. Inquire CLARENCE ■
THOMPSON. Port Clyde.
24*26
JEEP (1948) for sale. A-l con
dition, with hyd. plow. Will sell
without plow.
Can be seen
at Bayside Gulf Filling Sta-!
tion, Northport.
TEL. Belfast .
T14-M4 __________________ 24 • lt 1
SMALL Store for sale; perfect 1
for neighborhood grocery, catrp or
shop, easily moved. Price reason- ;
able. Write A-A.B., care The Cou- j
rier-Gaaette.
24*26 J
—FLORENCE Oil Burner Range,
white enamel for sale. Good con
dition. TEL. 1627-W.
24*26 f
For anything and everything to
make your farm work easier and
more profitable see what we have
or phone us. We know we can
help you. W. S. PILLSBURY ti
SON. Waterville. Tel. 613.
24-25

CLEMENTS BROILER CHICKS
—White Rocks. Dominant White
Rocks, New Hampshire Crosses,
and Sex-Link Cockerels, all last
growing, efficient meat makers.
Maine-US. Approved, Pullorum
Clean. Also Red-Rocks, Reds and
Barred Rocks for profitable egg
production.
Prices reasonable
Write
or phone
CLEMENTS
CHICKS, INC., Route 33. Winterport. Maine.
D

REAL ESTATE

South Hope: 7-room House with
30x30 barn, high enough for 2
Tloors of broilers, well that has
never gone dry. Hot and odd
water, cellar under whole house
Deep freeze, refrigerator, electric
stove, white enamel kitchen range
•with oil, oil circulating heater.
Room for garden. New roof and
sills are all solid. 85500.
Rockland: Small 4-room House
with garage and sunporch. Cen
tral location and in excellent con
dition. View of harbor, $5500.
Rockland: Some excellent busi
ness lots on Park street that have
ample space for front door parking
and excellent long range visibility
for display purposes. These fea
tures are indispensable for some
lines of business. We have three
lots with ICO ft. frontage and all
the depth you need.
JAMES S. COUSENS,
LOBSTER TRAP STOCK
Licensed Real Estate Broker,
In stock at present 10.000 No. 1
Tel. 1538
laths. 2000 bows and sills. HAROLD 170 Maverick St.
24-lt
WADE'S MILL, Richmond, Maine.
___________________________ 23-25
Camden: New, very attractive
WHITE Enamel Range, with oil Cod house of 7 rooms and ltz
burners lor sale, at TRENEER’S baths. Large lot. Garage Not
MARKET. Price reasonable.
quite completed and owner will
23*25 sell at his cost.
Lincolnville: $100 weekly in
SAUER Kraut by the pound for
sale, one gallon jar. 2 gallon pail come from 10.000 broiler capacity;
2t4 gallon pail or keg, 3%, 6 and also income from blueberries, fruit
14 gallon Kegs, sauer kraut juice, trees, hay and products raised.
vegetable
salad.
pickles
and Monthly payments about $50 in
squash HAROLD A DEANE 486 cluded. principal payment, inter
Old County Road
133-Thtf est, taxes and insurance; $1000
cash required.
PIPE FOR SALE
Let us list your property be
Black
and
galvanized.
All
sizes, low prices.
BICKNELL cause we have many prospects for
MFG. CO.. Lime St.
22tf homes and farms in this area.
Listings also needed of building
OINE used H C. Little automa lots and summer rentals.
tic Floor Furnace, heat 4-6 rooms.
Jr.
57 HIGH STREET
$125, for sale, also 1 new H. C.
Little Floor Furnace, heat 4 rooms,
TEL. 2651
$125; 1 used Cast Iron Boiler (4
yrs. old), heat 8 rooms, with steam
Whitehall realty co.
radiator, $225; 1 Cast Iron Boiler
CAMDEN • MAINE
used) heat 3 or 4 rooms, price $30.
CHARLES SHAW. Rockland, Tel..
1451 or Thom. Tel. 116-4.
22-25 ___________________________ 23-25

200 A. Farm on blk. rd. one mile
from Common for sale; a few
m. feet of boards in the rough; also
potatoes from certified seed. MRS
M. P. GERALD. Tel. 14-5, Union.
_______ 23*26

FOR SALE

FOR the best Aluminum Com
bination Storm Doors and Screens,
and Alun inum Combination Win
dows. on the market at any price.
Cash or terms.
E.T LONG. 113
Camden St Tel 1503_______ 4tf
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil
-nd Gas Range for sale McLOON
HOME AND 4UTO SUPPLY. 11
Park St
142tf
ALUMINUM Combination Storm
windows. for sale Eagle picher
'riple slide, seif storing Guaran■eed by Good Housekeeping HOW
ARD KENNISTON 29 Gav St Tel
441-J
118tl
BABY Parrakeets Full line of
>arrakeet
foods
and
mineral
health grit GRACE'S GARDENS
drs Charles A Swift 9 Bookei
■it " homaston Tel 374
77tf
■'eneiiai,

Blinds—Window

;

-hade-

All Colors and Styles
trie. installation and estimates
VI

OO

-139

UNITED H^MF ATTPP1 V

579 Main St.. City

ltf

TO LET
FIVE-Room Unfurn. Apt. and
bath to let at 16 MASONIC ST.
24tf
FOUR-Rocm Unfurnished Apt.
to let. Recently renovated. Has
elec, stove, end heater, shower and
flush.
Adults only. References
required. May be seen by calling
at 11 Fulton street. I. C. MacBRIDE
24tf
THREE-Room furn. Apt. to let.
Priv. bath, elec, refrig. Central
location. TEL. 823.
22-24
THREE- Rm furn and 1 rm
Apt. to let; hot water. central.
Adults; 29 Beech St. TEL. 1116-W.
24-26

TWO room, unfurn. Apt. to let,
priv. bath, priv ent., kit. utilities
clean, matured adults references;
87 N MAIN ST.. 2d floor.
17tf
FOUR-Rm. furn Apt. to let at
32 Beech St., Adults TEL. 1328
or 426.______________________ 19tf
FOUR-Room
Modern
Apart
ment to let. with garage Adults
preferred. TEL. 710
9tf
FURNISHED Apts, to let. Northend locations Inquare 11 JAMES
ST., In Person.
ltf
HEATED and unheated furn.
ApU. to let
V F. STUDLEY. 77
Park S’

Tela 8060 and 12S4

tf

(

A modem kitchen with plenty of
cupboard space and nice view from
window over sink; three sleeping
rooms; central heat (oil); garage;
large lot with garden space. An
attractive home in good repair.
A first rate dairy farm all stocked
and equipped; herd of good grade
cows, some registered; modern
farming equipment; buildings in
first class repair. An established
farm business enables new owner
to have immediate income.
If you use the five-room apart
ment and bath as a home and rent
the other three apartments (three
rooms and separate plumbing in
each) your Income, in addition to
your own rent would be about $80
per month. However, if you live
elsewhere and rent all four apart
ments your income mould be about
$115 per month. An excellent re
turn on your investment as the
price is $5300.
See F. H. WOOD. Court House.
23-24

Back when work clothing meant cuff (If cuffed) and not from the
mainly overalls, buying them didn't waist to the cuff. Sleeve measure
take much decision. They were ail ment is taken from the nape of the
neck to the wrist, not from the
made of denim ana styled for utili shoulder seam or underarm
ty rather th.S. beauty. Sizing was
As the first step in Duylng satis
irregular because everyone bought
the garment two cr three sizes too factory work clothes, approach the
counter with correct measurements.
,big to allow for shrinkage
Most overalls fitted like the pro According to your needs, you will
verbial "socks on the rooster." but have collar and waist size, sleeve
the farmer and engineer, carpenter, and pants length.
Probably no merchandise today is
plumber and painter, the maih users
better
labelled than work clothing.
then, staunchly maintained that
overalls stood up sturdily under the There are various grades of work
clothes just as there are other types
toughest jobs.
Today's work clothing is a far of clothing and the manufacturers
cry from those baggy overalls. First, do a magnificent job listing the
the fabric makers harnessed shrink service-giving features as well as
age. The resultant use of the San instructions for care on ail of them.
forized label to assure customers Read these labels carefully. Is the
they could buy their exact size fabric vat dyed? Fast to sun, wa
ushered in a new era of styling.
I ter ar.d perspiration? Does the la
Coveralls became practical, so gas bel say Sanforized This is your
station attendants, milk men and assurance it will not shrink out ot
other fleet groups turned to cover fit in the numerous washings to fol
low. What does the label say about
alls as uniforms. Graduated sizing
for tall and short men, fat and thin the hardware — buttons rivets,
buckles?
men was introduced.
The better the garment the bet
Pants matched with lighter
ter
the tailoring, of course.
How
weight chambray shirts gave work
clothing a trimmer, smarter look. close is the stitching and how
strong is the thread? Is the gar
Even color shifting from the in
ment double
and even, triple
evitable blue increased to some 12
stitched at points of strain, such as
or more shades In the green, gray,
the sleeve inset, crotch, etc? Is the
and khaki ranges.
stitching straight and are the cor
The tremendous strides made in
ners turned neatly? Does bar-tackstyling work clothes in the past dec
ing reinforce points of strain at
ade, together with the trend toward
pockets, openings, etc?
informality ln living, has put work
Examine belt tabs. Tunnel tabs
clotjiing into every man's closet and
at each side of the pants in addition
in many feminine closets as well.
to at least five narrow loops back
Boys and girls wear jeans to school
and Iront assure the trimmest
—whether they be kindergarten or
waist line. Are thighs roomy and
college age. The white collar work
is there enough sitting room?
ers, and the suburbanite, who today
In buying shirts, be sure fabric is
is Mr. Fixit at home, gardens and
golfs and lounges in a matched
shirt and pants set.
Yes, today
homemakers everywhere are buying
and caring for work clothing, so
these tips on wise buying and as
sure increased satisfaction.
Biggest single mistake customers
make‘in buyinig work clothing is to
select the wrong size. Often a suit
size is confused with a waist size.
A man who wears a 39 suit might
take a 36 but rarely a 39 waist.
Even those who meticulously get
out the tape measure go wrong.
Pants length, for instance, is mea
sured from the crotch seam to the

—Af Our fxpwnse—

HOUSEKEEPER wanted, part‘:me. to care for child. Contac'
DONA MANK. Paramount Res
taurant between 1130 a. m. and ■
3 p m' _
_
24*26
WANTED to buy for cash, soft
wood, spruce, pine and hemlock
saw logs. M. F. BROCKS MILL I
Beechwood St., Thomaston. 24*26 |
BOY. 17 years old. would like
:ob on Poultry Farm. TEL. 1637-W2
_______________________ _ 24*26 [
SALES Clerks wanted confec- i
‘ionary Store, pleasant steady
work.
Write P. O. BOX 656
Rockland.
23-25 '
AMBITIOUS Women wanted.
Let me show you how to make full
time pay for part-time work dem
onstrating Tupperware.
Contact
LAURA HODGKINS. 23 Tower
Circle, Bath.
23*25
GIRLS wanted; one-year course
in the nursing care of children, j
Full maintenance and cash allowance.
Two years high school
minimum requirement; high school
graduates given preference. Write
N. E. PEABODY HOME. Newton j
Center, 59, Massachusetts.
23-25
■a,.- «.

PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

DRUGS • SUNDRIES

TEL 1204
373 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
92-Th-tfl

Dial Old Orchard 62051
DU1 Augusta 33634
Insured
7 Day Service
23-31

,

!
j
t

Operation
"MtdEe

$ Perhaps, you’ve asked yourself,
V* “What can I do to help?” The
f> 1
answer is, you are helping—in a
\ v■/ very vital way - by investing in
United States Savings Bonds.
\ Doing a good job of maintaining
our country’s economic strength, just as these
men are maintaining her military strength. And
you aren’t alone- - because 43 million other
Americans now own Bonds! Building a fortress
of peace when peace is only for the strong.

Remember every time you invest in Bonds, you are strength
ening your own financial se
curity, too! So plan now to
save more - to save regularly —
with Bonds. You can do this

v

C i" 'Atme s
3

painlessly and surely through the Payroll (Savings
Plan where you work.
For a happier future for yourself, your family
and your country, invest more- starting today—
in United States Savings Bonds.

Here's how E bond*

now earn more money for you!
Now Series E Bonds pay an even better
return than ever before . . . (hanks to
3 brand new money-earning features.

1 Now every Series E Bond you get begins
earning interest after only 6 months, ll earns
3%, compounded semiannually.
3 Every Series E Bond you own can now go
on earning interest for 10 more years after
it reaches the original maturity date.
3 All maturing K Bonds automatically earn
interest at the new, higher rate (average 3%
compounded semiannually).

Start now! Invest more savings in betterpaving Series E Bonds—through the Pay
roll Savings Plan where you work.

Tfeace is fcr the strong! For peace and prosperity invest in U. S. Savings Bonds I
The U. S. Government does not pay for thie advertising. The Treasury Department t
patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and

how good BRONCHULINE really is

GOODNOW'S PHARMACY

The water is cold. Line fire snaps overhead
and a demolition charge has gone off spattering
dirt and debris on mud-soaked trainees. Combat
training like this presents all of the discomfort
and much of tire danger of the real thing. It’s
part of the tough job these men are doing wellbo protect the future of America.

Picture Framing

Here’s a smooth creamy Emulsion
1 for coughs that’s so good that we
earnestly say to you—Try BRONCHUEIXE just once—prove It AT
OUR EXPENSE. No matter wheth
er your cough comes from a cold or
C E. FENDERSON & SON
, from Upper Bronchial Irritation—
SANITARY SERVICE
take a teaspoonful or two before
Cesspools and Septic Tanks Cleaned bedtime and see for yourself Just

And if for any reasons at all you
are honestly dissatisfied—No argu
ment—you simply return the un
used portion and get your monev
back.

>

CROSS

MISCELLANEOUS

By Machine. No Mess, No Odor.
TeL Rockland 1314

KIDNEYS
MUST REM01
EXCESS WAS'

WANTED

IN Friendship Village, 8 room
House for sale, central hot water
heating. Barn and garage, nearly
an acre of land. DR. RICHARD
GOOD used Accordion wanted
WATERMAN
I29tf Medium or small size preferred.
FLORENCE W. DAVIS, Waldoboro. Maine. TEL. Temple 2-9480.
Management
Sales
22-24
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
MIDOLE-Aged Woman wanted,
Real Estate Broker
to stay with aged lady. Light
TELEPHONE 1647
housework. TEL. 332-R.
22*24
48 SUMMER ST.
ROCKLAND
CLAMS wanted
Top prices
Rentals
Appraisals
SIMS' LOBSTER POUND Spruce
Listings Wanted Anywhere In
Head.
128tf
Knox County
7-tf
IF you want the best auto body
ind fender work, come to ROWL!NO’S OARAGE. 778 Main Street,
dockland
47tf
JAMES S. COUSENS
IRON, Steel Metal, Rags and
Licensed Resl Estate Broker
Batteries wanted MORRIS GOR
Business Opportunities
DON * SON. 6 Leland St Tel
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
123-W
98tf
170 MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538
DONT discard your old or
25-tf .ntique furniture
Call H. JOHN
JEWMAN for restoring and reInlshing- 48 Masonic St
Tel
ltf
TRY This Hew Amazing 1108-M

COUGH MIXTURE

fast color, collar is Interlined, and or heavy duty synthetic detergent. son, Lenora and Jean Jackson were
there is a generous tail. Are the If clothes are especially oily you business visitors in Portland re
WARREN
button holes strongly reinforced may need two or even three times cently.
ALENA L. STARRETT
and do they slip easily and securely the amount of soap normally re
Miss Shirley Simpson spent the
Correspondent
over the buttons?
quired. You can't put this total week with her aunt, Mrs. Harry
Telephone 4#
Next, turn the garment inside amount in at the start Sf washing, Smith, in Rockland.
of
course,
as
suds
would
overflow
Rev.
Dona
’
d
Ryler,
Mrs.
Joseph
out. Loose threads and raw seams
indicate cheap production Are the the machine. Instead, check back Moody. Mrs. Urban Trask, and Mrs.' Mr. and Mrs Abbott Spear, an
waist band and pockets stamped frequently and if the suds are fall John Chaples were in Rockland sons of Newton Centre, Maas.,
Sanforized? Being made of differ ing. add more of your washing pro Friday.
nephew. Stephen Spear of Win
Miss Nettie Conant of Union I
ent fabric than the rest of the gar duct. Don’t use a bleach
throp, Mass., were holiday,
Today's
trend
to
lighter
fabrics
spent
the
weekend
with
Mr.
and
,
ment, they always should be care
end
guests of her father For
fully checked.
Are pockets deep makes for easier washing and cer Mrs. William Mitchell.
Mrs. Bessie Jackson, Mrs. Ruby Spear.
enough and roomy enough? Double tainly easier handlin?. Thorough
stitched? Sometimes pockets are rinsing is desirable anb in drying, Chaples and Rev. Donald Ryder at-' The postponed meeting of
reinforced with double thickness at avoid direct sunlight if evenness of tended the Lincoln Baptist Associa-' Oak Grange. North Warren, fo
tion at the Littlefield Memorial lowing which a box social was
the bottom to resist nails, keys and color is important.
For ironing, garment should be Church in Rockland Monday.
sharp edged tools.
have been held, is set for Frid
Finally, examine the hardware. damp. A hot iron is needed.
night. The lecturer has plan
As you iron. keep a thread, needle
Work the zipper. Are the buttons
a Washington program that
likely to become wobbly and loosen and thimble handy so you can sew
Pt. Melvin Waters of Can
up with wear or with washing? Or 1 all rips and tears In their infancy, WALDOBORO
Chaffee, Arkansas, is passing a
MRS
RENA
CROWELL
are they riveted so tightly they Today there are iron-on patches of
layed enroute furlough at his hon
Correspondent
tear or twist the cloth? Are buckles i denim available in the stores.
A
Telephone Temple 2-9261
in
th,s town. He will rep
supply of these quickly
anchored firmly?
March 6. at Port Sill. Okla. to e|
Having checked all these and larger tears and holes.
Mrs. Flo Dow of Beachmont, ter helicopter school.
needs, your budget, and your man,
I Mass.,
returned Monday
after
found the brand that best fits your APPLETON
It's a safe bet that the man
go back and buy it again and again.
Mrs. Hazel Robbins is confined to spending the weekend with Mr. and
has
complete control of his
Mrs. Henry K. Crowell
A good brand name in work clothes her home by illness.
conduct won't try to control
is like an established name in
Alpha Ponsant is a surgical pa
Elroy Gross. Jr., is spending a va of others.
foods, in autos, in medicines. A tient at Knox County General cation with his parents Mr. and
manufacturer who prizes his repu Hospital.
Mrs. Elroy Gross.
tation stands behind that merchan
Barcley Miller and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Loring A. Crowell
dise to make it satisfactory.
Ellis Simpson were in Portland last and son David have returned to
Good laundering can lengthen the Sunday to call on Mr. Miller's fa York Beach.
life of work clothes. To get best ther. William Miller, who is a pa
At the Women's Club Tuesday
results on heavily soiled garments, tient at Maine General Hospital.
afternoon the guest speaker was
wash them separately from the rest
Pfc. Stanley Demuth. who has Jasper J. Stahl »*ho talked on the
of the family laundry. If you use been spending a furlough with his Tavern Days in Old Waldoboro.”
Nagging backache, loss of pepandeneri
the washing machine, be sure the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred De
The KF.G. Club will meet Fri headaches and dizziness may be due to slo^
loads are not too heavy Under muth. has gone to New Jersey. day evening .with Mrs. Helen down of kidney function. Doctors say g
kidney function is very important to g
load rather than overload the ma From there he will go to Germany Eugley.
health. When some everyday condition,s
as stress and strain, causes this import
chine.
for overseas duty.
Mrs. Peggy Cooney left this week function to slow down, many folks sulferi
ging backache—feel miserable. Minor b.
Be sure the water is hot and
Mr and Mrs. Ells Simpson were for a few weeks in Nokomis. Fla.
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet r
maintain a good suds right to the in Belfast Tesday, guests of their
getting up nights or frequent pass*Lw
Mrs. Frances Sweanev of Kittery cause
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these coni
end of the wash. It's good to wash daughter. Mrs. Robert Murphy, and has been visiting her mother. Mrs tioiis bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a m
diuretic. Used successfully by millions 1
work clothes a bit longer than nor their new granddaugh’er, Agella Edwin Miller.
over 50 years. It’s amazing how many tin
Doan’s give happy relief from these diacdmal—say for 15 minutes
Murphy.
forts—help the 15 milesof kidney tubes and fl
Use either a good washday soap
Royce Miller. Mrs Bessie Jackters flush out waste. Get Doan's Pills t
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WHOMASTON

Knox Guild Players Prepare For Dulcy

CAMDEN

New* end Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
.
or telephoned to
MRS OEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5

BITELESS BARKING OF BLUFF OLD

SEA DOG RECALLED BY DR. REED

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

A dead ringer for an old C. O. of but for the moment on that shipmine walked into the Strand he was Columbus, the Gem of The
Theatre recently and'sa’ down di Ocean.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Watts at-; Mr. and Mrs Willis Berry and
Edward Hayes of Portland is the
His reputation had preceded him
rectly in front of me. He entered
tended the Ice Follies in Boston, children. Susan and Rodney, of guest of his daughter and son-inwhen he came aboard, and I had my
majestically, with an air of owning second private chuckle when I re
Sunday.
Avenel, N. J., have returned home law, Mr. and Mrs Alton Horton.
Miss Audrey Young returned to after visiting friends and relatives
M Sgt. and Mrs. Francis Pellerin
the place, and sat down exudifig an membered the experience of the
and children of Brewer were week
atmosphere which implied that the young warrent pharmacist who was
her duties at the New England in Thomaston and Warren.
picture could now start w.thout Material Officer of the ship. This
Baptist Hospital in Boston, after
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Fernald en- end guests of her parents, Mr. and
further delay. Involuntarily I made pharmacist came into my room
spending a few days with her par- tertained at a lobster supper Satur- Mrs. Harold Herrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Orman Hopkins
myself as small' as possible in look for sympathy. "Lookit" he said
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carroll, day evening. Thoce attending were
memory of other days when thus in the idiom of sailors everywhere
Sandra Seekins has returned Mr. and Mrs. Willis Berry of Ave- and son of Brocton. Mass. and Mr.
old gentleman's counterpart strode ‘'This bird sends for me I knock
home after spending several days nel, N. J.. Mr. and Mrs. John Ol- and Mrs. James Cucinotta of Med
the quarterdeck as commanding of on the door and he yells 'come in’
with her grandparents. Mr. and son of Cushing, and Mr. and Mrs. ford, Mass., were recent guests of
Mrs. Guy Cucinotta.
ficer of the only floating dog house I opens the door and he’s sittin
Mrs. Burleigh Mank, in Waldoboro. Rodney Jordan.
Tlie Democratic caucus will be
the Navy ever had.
there at his desk smoking this big
* James Hall is visiting Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Parker of
held at Selectmen's Office Saturday
We were anchored in Hampton pipe. He looks at me over them
Mrs. Donald Anderson ln Milford. Beverly, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
evening at 7.30.
Roads then, a sister ship of old Com glasses of his and says, 'who are
Conn.
Clyde Pierpont and son, David, of
There will be a public baked bean
fort, now assigned to the Maine you?, and I tells him. He looks me
Mrs. Goldie Price has returned to Orono, have returned to their resupper at the Methodist Church
Maritime Academy at Castine, and over, careful i ke, and finally says,
her home in Boston after spending spectlve homes after spending the
Saturday evening with servings
we had acquired our irreverent des Tell me. Did you ever hear of me?'
the weekend with her sister, Miss weekend with Deputy Warden and
from 5.30 to 7 p. m.
ignation as the "Dog House” from Yessir' I says, and do you know
Margaret Young.
Mrs. Percival Pierpont.
Pvt. Charlton Ryder of Camp
the fact that our skipper had roped what he says to me? He says, 'well,
The St. John's Woman's Auxiliary
The Misses Jeanlne, Anita and
Chaffee Ark., is spending a fur
off a section of the hurricane deck all you heard was true. Now get
will hold a food sale at Donaldson's Caroline Spaulding have returned
lough with his parents. Mr. and
as a runway for nls dog and had out of here and when I want you
paper store. Saturday, at 2.30. Miss to their home in Brighton. Mass.,
Mrs. Kenneth Ryder.
posted an order for everybody to! i'll send for you’", Now who does
Margaret Young and Mrs. Emma after spending several days with
Mr. and Mrs. George Wolfe and
keep, away from that part of his that star spangled old pill roller
Young will be ln charge.
i friends and relatives in Cushing
daughter Karen of Lynn, Mass.,
floating kingdom on penalty of think he is?” Americus H. VesThe Garden Club will meet and Thomaston.
were weekend guests of her parents.
being keelhauled, or something pucius. or something” ( I am not
Thursday afternoon, March 4, at
The Cushing Town Club will
Mr. and Mrs. Lonis Hansen.
egually dire.
exactly sure of this choice of words).
the home of Miss Nora Seaver on meet Monday evening. March 1. at
The erratic doings of Dulcy finally annoy Sterrett, the man of advertising in the comedy "Dulcy” to
I grinned when I remembered
All tliis came back to me as I
French-Firth
Lawrence avenue. Miss Annabel
Cushing Central School.
he oroduccd March 1 and 5 in the high school auditorium bv the Knox Theatre Guild.
Here. June
that, for the old boy’s bark was sat there in the theatre waiting for
Miss
Bernice
Firth
and
Adelbert
R.
Champlin,
Jr.,
as
Sterrett,
is
being
restrained
bv
Leon
White,
as
Gordon,
Dulev's
husband.
Margaret
Williams will show colored slides.
Charles Bell of Braintree. Mass.,
Neeson, as Dulcy, too addle-pated to care, cheerfully asks her brother, William, as plaved bv Hilton Start, to worse than his bite and the dog the picture to start. He was not a
•0 Mrs. Percival Pierpont will enter- was » weekend visitor at the home French were united in marriage Sa smell a chrysanthemum, a scentless flower! The gay comedy is sponsored by the McLain PTA.
was far more admired than his mas- bad old guy. this one-time medicoturday noon by the Rev. E. Roy
’tain the Contract Club Friday aft- °? Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bell,
he was b?tter ^PPer of ours. A bit overblown
A special sort of house, with a , suburb within easy commuting dis- Cynthia Richardson have gathered ter ever was’
ernoon.
i A Republican Caucus will be held Burchell, at the Congregational
Church. The couple were attended real living-room, and somewhat ■ tance of New York City. The Smiths the furniture and decorations; and
the diet kitchen of perhaps, and e en though his anThe Helpful Homemakers 4-H at Lhe Watts Hall. Wednesday evethe Navy's newest hospital ship cestry was frequently qvesffor.ed. he
by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Horton. ,___ -n...
Club will meet Friday afternoon n'nS, March 3, at 7.30 o'clock,
imaginery other rooms, i.is currently ’ evidently
I
' live either well,• seeing» Charles McLain is responsible for
Following a wedding trip to Boston
their room is 24 feet long and 15 the elctric light within the room with a corps of dog-loving blue- was more or less harmless and he
with Janice Hall at the home of her
The annual meeting of the
being built on the stage of the Rock-I
p
Jackets serving forbidden snacks ran the ship smartly. I saw a few
and the moonlight without.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall Nurses Association will be held ln j they w.ll be at home on Knowlton
street.
.and High School auditorium. This
number of the splendors will be
Among others responsible for the every time they thought they might vears later wandering around the
on Beechwood street. Mrs. Alfred the
Mrs. Mary Gay, Town j
Is the Smith house, the home of i left to the imagination of the audl- building of the home are June be unobserved That dog really led Bureau of Medicine and Surgery in
Observed Birthday Night
Harjula will demonstrate cutting of Nurse in the Watts Block on Fri- !
Washington, and he looked like a
Seaside
Chapter,
O3S
observed
Dulcy and Gordon, whose riotous ence to call into being, but enough Champlin, Joanne Champlin. Doro a full life.
blouses.
claV' March 5. at 4 p. m. The pubI had another pri'-ate chuckle deflated balloon. He had an or
will
be
visible
to
make
anyone
be

thy
Borgerson,
Hilton
Start
and
Birthday
Night
and
Guest
Officers
married life is to be presented by
Thomaston was well represented ,JC *® invited to attend,
when I recalled that our skipper’s namental job where he could do but
at the quarterly session of the Lin-,rs- Helen Simpson of Quincy, night Monday evening, with Past the Knox Theatre Guild on March lieve they are indeed visiting some Esther Wolfe.
lucky
iriends.
Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson is stage idea of a perfectly run hospital ship vittle damage and was slowly driftcoln Baptist Association at the Lit- -Tass.. has returned to her home Matrons and Past. Patrons being
4 ar.d 5. The official title of the
The designer and builder of the manager of the production, with was one which smelled of kerosene ng toward retirement. Remembertlefleld Memorial Church in Rock-! afler spend.ng the weekend with honored. Guest officers ailing the
well appointed living room is Rich- Mrs. Myrtle Nelson and Joseph all. I remember,, d how we capitalized ng him as he used to be. so full of
chairs
were,
Worthy Matron, story is "Dulcy”.
land last Monday by a large group '^r an<^ Mrs. Roy Bell.
The play is acted out in West-! ard Hodsdon of South Thomaston- I' Emery serving as makeup special- on that obsession of his by detail wind and confidence, the contrast
Georgia
Durkee,
Orient
Chapter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Risteen
of members of the Baptist Church.
ing a hospital corpsman to pre remarkable enough to arouse a
Chester County, a rather ritzy ' Joyce Champlin. Sis Reed and1 ists.
Clyde Pierpont, a senior at the were visitors in Portland Saturday. Union; Past Patron, Clifton JPurcede mm. on his weekly tours of in fleeting pity. He had taken too
kee,
Orient
Chapter;
Associate
Ma

A
band
concert
was
presented
by
University of Maine, and the son
spection, with instructions to duck many wrong steps in his career and
tron,
Vivian
Vinal,
Golden
Rod
tf Deputy Warden and Mrs. Perci the school band and combined
Lincoln Baptists
into every compartment just be the pity was, there could be no re
val Pierpont, has made the Dean's Glee Clubs at the Watts Hall Wed Chapter, Rockland; Associate Pa
fore the C. O. entered it and spray coveryDistinctiveTrim
’
54
Car
Feature
tron,
Norman
Clark.
Orient
Chap

(Continued
From
Page
One)
nesday.
The
program
was
as
fol

list.
it liberally from an atomizer full
Thinking of these things as the
Mrs. Nelson Sabien is a surgical lows: Ey the band, "Our Director” ter; Secretary, Laura Monroe. ly. He said ''Christianity is ju-st
of kerosene. When the old man movie progressed, the old gentleman
Beach
Chapter,
Lincolnville;
Trea

by
F.
E.
Bigelow:
“
Grandfather
’
s
patient at the Maine General Hos
one generation away from extinc
smelled this he jumped to the n front of me fumbled with his
Clock," by Paul Yoder; ‘‘America surer. Marion Upham. Harbor Light
pital in Portland.
erroneous
conclusion that all in glasses unaware of his resemblance
tion.
”
That
is
if
one
generation
Chapter. Rockport; Conductress.
Mrs. Dorothy Wotton and daugh Patrol” yb Arr Forrest; "Over the
struments exposed to sea air had ‘o anyone I ever knew, lt didn't
utterly
fails
to
witness.
We
must
Joan
Lawton,
Harbor
Light
Chap

ters, Ruth and Mary, have returned Waves.” by Juventlne; “Service Sa
been carefully wiped with his fav seem so funny as it did at first,
to their home in Boston after visit lute” by Jack Lee; by the Glee ter; Associate Conductress, Betty rid ourselves cf ihe heresy of leav
orite antiseptic, and he could pro for many a man's personal impor
Lawton,
Harbor
Light
Chapter;
Clubs,
“
I
Believe;
”
“
One
Little
ing a!, the witness to the minis
ing friends and relatives in town.
ceed on his way secure in the tance has a way of becoming very
Chaplain, Bessie Clark, Seaside ters.
Enoch Clark has returned home Candle” by Mysels Walton: special
knowledge that his orders were be unimportant indeed as time goes
Dr. Carlton White, son of Mr.
after spending the weekend with ties by the Jass Band; by the Band, Chapter; Marshal, Catherine Mcing carried out and the world was on.
Fanand,
Seaside
Chapter:
Orzanist,
j
and
MrJ
,
c
har
;
es
white
of
Morhis daughter and son-in-law. Mr Stout Hearted Men” by Paul
safe for democracy.
G. H. Reed
and Mrs. Robert Mosley in Newport, Yoder; “Merry Widow" by F. Le- Blanche Lerrr.ond, Grace Chapter rill, told of his work as a irJsstonr'4jjwa^z
I remembered how he came into
Thomaston;
Adah,
Christine
Raynes.
4
har; and “The Star Spangled Ban
ary in the Belgian Congo. There
N. H.
my office aboard his ship for the
Scared but Secure
Ruth, Mabel Wright; Esther. Grace he and his wife have served one
Mrs. Dorothy Welch entertained ner” by St. Smith.
first time. “Morning, Doctor." he
Rokes,
all
of
Seaside
Chapter;
Chairman
William
C
Brooks,
term as missionaries. Though hs
at a dinner party recently honoring
snapped. “Is this place clean,” I
i: - ,
kher sister. Mrs. Anna H.il of Wood- Tr„ announces that there will be a Martha, Eileen Young, Beach Chap service ts as a doctor he spoke of
started my reply," I don’t know
ter; Electa, Katherine Larrabee;
the school and other meana of
..r”
nd. The evening was spent ln meeting of the Every Member
s r”, but that was as far as I got.
Beach
Chapter;
Warder.
Mary
Mit

playing cards. There attending were Canvass at the Federated Church
winning and training the natives
If you don't know, who dees?", he
iMrs. Julia Hill. Mrs. Lenora Davis estry, Friday evening, Feb. 26. at chell, Seaside Chapter; Sentinel io carry on the Christian witness.
nterrupted. There wasn’t any an
Ida Phinney, Seaside Chapter.
Mrs. Arlene Larminen, Mrs. Hilda 7.33 o’clock.
At 7 p- tn. Rev. C. W. Small inswer to that one and he grabbed a
Fifty year certificates and life
Miss Joan Young, student at the
•Keyes, and Mrs. Charlotte Luire,-luced Ms? Shlrlene Heath as
clean towel from the arm of a bug
memberships were presented to Mrs.
Crosse and Miss Helen LaCrosse, Gorham Sta*e Teachers College, is
eader of the young people's proeyed cor/smen who was following
■pending a week's vacation with Louise Walker and Mrs. Helen tram as the Rockport Baptist
both of Rockland.
h m and wiped off the top edge of
Gregory, by Mrs. Inez Crosby, who
Mrs. Rodney Jordan was guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
group had full charge of the open
ny off ce dcor. Most unexpectedly
also presented them with bouquets
honor at a birthday party recently Carroll.
ing session.
he towel came away still clean
of
flcwcrs.
Mrs. Joseph Mayo has returned
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Miss Heath presented Nell Colwhereupon he grunted and tried the
Sixteen Past Matrons and four
Philip Fernaid. Mrs. James Thorn ‘o her home in Brewer after spendctfom of the wastebasket. Then
brun as song leader for the con
Past Patrons were introduced and
ton made the beautifully decorated ng the weekend with her son and
he pulled a drawer completely out
gregational singing and Jan.ce
presented gifts by Conductress
birthday cake. Those attending 'aughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
f my desk and thrust a white
Small, responsive reading, Then !
Mary Alley and Associate Conduc
“Ivory 1
were: Mrs. James Thornton, Mrs. James Mayo.
gloved hand into aperture behind,
followed
group
song,
tress Charlotte Upham. John Paul,
Norman Connon, Mrs. John Olson
t. When this also proved to be
Honored On Birthday
one of four charter members, was Palaces; prayers. Royoe Carroll
lean I think I was more arr azec
and children, V.rg.nla and Sammy,
Fresh, bright color harmonies and a liberal use of newly developed
Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt was guest present. A banquet was served and Alden Davis; two instrumen
^and Sharon and Andrea Fernald.
than he was, but I had an assistant
fabrics aid the distinction of 1951 Chevrolet passenger car-. Luxurious
of honor at a family dinner party preceding the meeting, with Mrs. tal number.-, testimonies by Evan
This little flood victim is
trim is especially true of the Eel Air (above) which this year adds an
exper enced ln these matters and
recently at the home of her son Mary Mitchell. Mrs. Mabel Wright geline Carle and Alden Davis and
alarmed, but secure. The Red
eight-pas-fnper station wapon to the four-door, two-iloor, convertible and
herefore
escaped
total
condemr.asport coupe models previously available.
Cross will provide her and her
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Alice True on the com- ihe closing prayer by Raye Col
Camden Theatre W.
ion. “S.B” he growled to his yeo- family with food and emergency
V. Tabbutt. the occasion being ' mittee.
Mrs. Ethel Cain was in burn.
nan, and was gone. Privately I shelter. It will also remain to
Supt. of the Christian Civic
her 84th birthday. Two b'rthdav harge of the dining room, and
~ NOW! "ALASKA SEAS"
cious meals. Tne fellowsh p and hs father, one brother, Edward F loped he would never return or help restore th?ir home.
League,
Benjamin
C.
Bubar.
Jr.
akes, one made by Mrs. Muriel •Irs. Adele Hopkins had charge of
hospitaMty of the entire group Curtis, Jr., and a stepson. Robert j'te fall and break his neck some.
Robert Rvan. Jan Sterling
first showed a film strip. “What
Tabbutt. the other by Mrs. Edna he table decorations.
showed a hearty welcome to all at Smith, all of Rockland.
News — Cartoon — Single
heje, but I knew it was a vain
Alcohol Does To the Body.” Then
Will ams. made a beautiful centerFuneral services will be held • epe for those birds bear a charmed
all limes and the general sentiment
he
presented
facts
of
some
of
th"
piece. Mrs. Tabbutt received many felicitations. Those arriving in the
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. from ie.
was a day well spent.
I
lovely and useful gifts. Those at il ’err.oon for refreshments were dangers and temptations our
2 HITS
Davis Funeral Heme. 558 Main
When
he
reported
aboard
as
com-1
rung
people
face
in
high
schools
From the Alamo ... To Ox-Bow
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Williams and
street, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald! .nandir.g officer of the Navy's new- j
His Name Was a Legend!
Tabbutt and son, David, of Augusta, family and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis and colleges. He challenged the
officiating
Interment will be in est and smartest hospital ship.
Glenn Ford, Julia Adams ln
church folk to do something to
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Tabbutt. Cor Tabbutt and family.
Seaview Cemetery ln the spring.
edical officers commanded these
"MAN FROM THE ALAMO"
change these conditions, to set the
liss Tabbutt and daughter Roxanna,
With Chill Wills, Victor Jury
ships. A sailing master and deck
preper
example
by
their
own
lives
Mrs.
Shirley
Williams,
Miss
Irene
In Technicolor — 2nd Hit
GEORGE W. GAY
crew of the Naval Auxiliary Force
and conduct. To cut off the source
Olson, Miss Betty Lou Richards.
Dig That Craaazy Pair!
MAINE
MUSIC
CO.
George W. Gay, 69. of Rockland, did the navigating etc., but the
Marie Wilson, Rob't Cummings
cf much of the trouble ar.d not be
Miss Annie Bunker, and Oscar
R. C. A.
In the Funniest Marriage Chase
died in a Brockton, Mass., hospital enior medical officer aboard was in
afraid to "get mixed up in a bad
Columb. Later in the afternoon,
Since Eve Trapped Adam!
actual command, ‘it was a post
Television
—
Tape
Recorders
|
mess.”
Tuesday following a sudden illness
ice cream and cake were served
"MARRY ME AGAIN"
which called for diplomacy. lor Line
106 MAIN ST.
TEL. 708 u
RALPH
CURTIS
and her grandchildren and great
The
ladles
of
the
entertaining
while visiting in that city.
24“ 30
24-lt
officers resented any assumption of
grandchildren came to offer their
church furnished two very dcilRalph Curtis, 41, of Rockland,
He was born In Rustico, Prince their sea going authority. This
died
a Portland hospital, Feb. Edward Island, April 29. 1883, to little detail bothered the old man
23. He was born ln Cushing, Nov. Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Gay.
not a bit. He was Mr. Big aboard
THURSDAY - FRIDAY
THURSDAY - FRIDAY
Surviving is his widow. Mrs that ship and did he know it.
12, 1912, son of Edward F. and
AND
SATURDAY
AND SATURDAY
rti.49t a
.
Alice Curtis. He was a member of Anna B. Pullen Gay and two sons Later this little detail grew Into a
Alvary G. Gay of Wilmington. Del. big one and he lost his command,
the Owl Club.
On Our New Panoramic Screen!
Besides his wife, he is survived by and Stanley A. Gay of Brockton, VXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX’
THEY’RE IN
Mass.
KNOX THEATRE GUILD
Also, three brothers, Alfred Gay, \
THE MOVIES!
Brockton, Mass.; Ren Gay, Yar /
4 •. ./
Presents
THM™1 mouth. Me., and Stephen Gay of
^DUICY"
\
Big-as-life
Brockton, Mass.; and one sister,
• scorching truth about the
and twice-asWALDOBORO
Mrs. Addie Brown of Woburn. \
natural in
Thursday-Friday, March 4 and 5
J
TEL. TEmple 2-5345
Mass., and four grandchildren.
M-G-M’s hilari
Mr. Gay was a member of Fayette
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
ous comedy of a
Lodge AF1. & AM. of Rockville,
honeymoon-onSaturday at 2.06. Sunday at 3.00
Curtain 8.15 P. M.
Conn.
He was a past patron of
wheels...on the real,
y
Adults $1.00 — Students 75c, tax ine,
j!
TODAY AND FRIDAY
Golden Rod Chapter. O.E.S.
life-size Motion
DIRECTED
BY
JACK
NEESON
FEBRUARY
25-26
He was a manager with the firm
Picture Screen!...and
Benef.t McLain PTA Activity Fund
of F. W. Woolworth for 20 years j
Cornel Wilde, Rita Gam.
f
24-27
Z
in COLOR
Mel Ferrer in
and
was
later
associated
with
the
.XXXVtXXXXXXXXVAXAXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVAXXXXXXXXXXXV
r
“SAADIA"
E. B. Crockett Stores and J J. New
— In Technicolor —
berry.
ON
Funeral services will be held
I SATURDAY ONLY, FEB. 27
from the Russell Funeral Home
I Randolph Scott, Claire Trevor
YOUR NAME
Friday afternoon at 1 o'clock with
ln
ONLY
Rev. Merle Conant of the Pratt
“THE STRANGER WORE
I
A GUN"
Memorial Methodist Church offici
4
— In Technicolor —
ating.
come ini
Burial will be in Oak Hill Ceme.
or to save time,
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
tery in Camden.
phone first

OBITUARY

STRAND'

NOW!

THE MOST DAMNING
EXPOSE EVER FILMED!

WALDO

THE LONG. LONG

miLER

L MARJORIE MAIN-KEENAN WYNN-

IUUD ON THl SPOT
BEHIND FINSON WALLS',

STARTS SUNDAY - "THE LITTLE FUGITIVE"
24-lt

AH M C-M P1CTUM

TODAY—"TWO LOST WORLDS" and "UNKNOWN ISLAND"

SUNDAY—Will Ragers, Jr., "BOY FROM OKLAHOMA"

FEBRUARY 28 - MARCH 1
Lucille Bail - Desi Arnaz
IMarjorie Main. Keenan AYvnn ln
•“THE LONG. LONG TRAILER"
i
— In Technicolor —
24-lt'

—■WWI

- ---------------

This would be a better world if
more people tried to farce con
structive ideas on others—rather
than their own prejudices

PUBLIC LOAN
COIOOKATtON Of KOCKtANB

359 Main St., 2nd w., Phone: 1720
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Social h atters

Golden Rod O.E.S.

TENANT'S HARBOR COUPLE FIFTY

Mrs. Jas. Economy

To Hold Memorial

YEARS MARRIED ON WEDNESDAY

Honored With

Services Friday

Mrs. Jennie Feyler is confined to
William Brann, Owl’s Head, is a
the house.
I surgical patient at Knox Hospital.

A charming stock shower was
given Monday night, honoring Mrs. i
James Economy. by Mrs. Spiro
Economy and Mrs. Christy Demetri
at the Prescott Street home of Mrs.
Spiro Economy. The many dainty
gifts were placed around the clevrly decorated table ahd opened
by the honor guest prior to the Ber
ing of refreshments by the hos
tesses.
In attendance besides those al”cady named were: Janet 8ulides,
Betty Adams, Georgia Stevens, Mrs.
3p ro Adams. Mrs. Olga Naum, Mrs.
’ylvla Hocking, Virginia Economy,
T.ear.or Weed, Christine Naum and
Irs. Christine Naum.

Haven To Observe
48th Anniversary

ruuw Oy uarue

Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Taylor of Tenant’s Harbor observed the
">Oth annr ersarv of their marriage yesterday at their home. Lady, the
family pet. insisted on getting into the picture feeling that she belonged
where the folks were.

February 24, 1904, and at the First he worked as such at several
Baptist Parsonage in Waltham, Massachusetts mills and factories
Mass . Charles F. Taylor and Win ' and 40 years ago came to Tenant’s
nie Belle Hooper exchanged vows Harbor, finding employment in his
and plighted their troth. They trade in the nearby quarries. When
were sincere in their wish to share they started to peter out he saw
life from then on, and yesterday the handwriting on the wall and
hey were permitted to observe the purchased an 80 acre farm on which
he raised dairy cattle. Two years
50th anniversary of the event.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Taylor ago he sold out and now he and
lives in Tenants’s Harbor, in a Mrs.. Taylor are just taking life
small attractive bungalow that easy in their home, into which they
commands a superb view, from moved 40 years ago, come July.
They have no children, but all
Camden Mountains all the way out
to the islands. They are taking the kids in the neighborhood have
iife easv these days, he is 72 years come in and are still coming in,
old while she claims to be 73 sampling Aunt Winnie’s cookies or
Neither look their age and could doughnuts. Lady helped to enter
tain the kids and while she was
?ass for much younger.
They had open house Wednesday purchased originally to take care
and all day relatives, friends, and of the cattle she retired when Tay
neighbors came to pay their res lor retired and has been a house
pects. Lady, their seven year old pet ever since.
The Taylors participate in the
Collie-Shepherd, wondered what
was coming off but was an eager life of the community and are also
participant in the festivities, even fraternally minded. He is a Past
posing for the picture with the hap Noble Grand (twice) of the St.
George Lodge of Odd Fellows, and
py couple.
Among many guests appearing, is a Past District Deputy Grand
two received honors.
Mr. and Master of the order. He also be
Mrs. O. O. Kallock, he the Thom longs to the Encampment and to
aston barber, she Mrs. Taylor’s the Rebekahs.
Mrs. Taylor is a past Noble Grand
sister, were present. Just as they had
been 50 years ago when they “stood of the Puritan Lodge of Rebekahs,
meeting ln St. George, and is also
up” with the Taylors.
Charley has been a stationary an active member of the Women’s
steam engineer for many years. Educational Club in Rockland.

MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

fo fit frwi concert f
AS SEEN IN

M>u J. K. B.

Mrs. Evelyn Bryer and daughter
Betty and Miss Pat Wass of South
west Harbor visited Sunday and
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Matthews.
Misses Vera and Betty Went
worth and Miss Mary Lou Gray of
Augusta were weekend and holiday
Ties’s of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Alden re
turned Sunday from a two months’
visit with their daughter and sonin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Clark, in California.
Rev. and Mrs. Calhoun of Bath
visited friends in town Monday.
Marilyn Payson returned Monday
to her work ln Massachusetts aft
er passing several weeks with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roland Payson, during which time she under
went a surgical operation at Knox
Hospital. Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson
visited during the weekend and
holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Irvin

Mut R. T. L
STUDENT NURSE

Afus B. C.

Dr M S
s A‘

PEDIATRICIAN

OfWTAl ASSISTANT

Matthews in Hyde Park. Vt.
Mrs. Sadie Cunningham returned
Sunday from a visit of several
weeks with Mr. and Mrs John Wil
liams in Florida.
Friends of Mrs. Etta Grinnell
who makes her home at Mrs. Lina
Bartletts, are sorry to learn of her
poor health.
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller, Jr.,
and daughter of South Portland,
vis’ted this weekend with relatives
in Union and South Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robbins
were called to Reading, Mass., by
the death of Mrs. Robbins’ grand
mother.
Friendly Circle will serve their
public dinner for March on Tues
day. Dinner committee will be,
Marie Butler, Doris Robbins. Mary
Barker. The ladies are to meet at
10 a. m. to work on the choir rail
drapes.
A business meeting will
follow the dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Zwicker
and daughter Florence of Reading,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Tyler of Randolph, Mass., were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
Henry Knight.
Mr. and Mrs. Grevis Payson and
son Paul left Saturday for Florida.
During early March, Mr Payson
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ijmuj
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Mr. and Mrs Chester Griersor
of South Thomaston announce the
engagement of their daughter
Lillian Arlene to Robert L. Young
of Rockland, son of Dorothy Pease
of Dover, N. H. and Clyde Young
of Matinicus.
Miss Grierson is a graduate of

Tribute To

RALPH B. TYLER AND MISS

Womanhood of

ANNE C. WOOD MARRIED

America

IN LOVELY SETTING

In December 1963 Maj. Gen Wil
liam F. Dean, highest ranking re
patriated Korean POW, said “U. S.
Army Nurses And Red Cross Hos
pital Workers Are The Women Of
The Year. You may not recog
nize these great women, but they
are eternally engraved in hundreds
of young American hearts ... I
salute them."
Red Cross hospital workers, Field
Directors In 68 nations and 85
Clubmobile girls ln Korea are a'l
giving of themselves to bring com
fort, assistance and cheer to our
servicemen abroad. Knowing this
the American people everywhere
will "Answer The Call” during the
month of March Red Cross Fund
Campaign.

Miss Anne C. Wood and Ralph
B Tyler, both of South Thom
aston, were united ln marriage
on Sunday, Feb. 14, at 2 .30 p. m.
at the home of the bride’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wood. Rev.
Merle Conant of Rockland per
formed thc double-ring ceremony.
The wedding group stood before
an arch beautifully decorated ln
pink and white to look like an
old-fashioned Valentine.
The bride wore a magenta satin
gown and carried a bouquet of
yellow roses. The brldesmaii, Miss
Gloria Wood, sister of the bride,
was gowned in coral linen and car
ried pink carnations.
Edwin H. Tyler, brother of the
groom served as best man.
An Informal reception followed
the ceremony for members of the

Clark Island and Mrs. Jeannie
Wood of South Thomaston.
The oouple left by auto for a few
days’ trip to Massachusetts and
to call on the groom’s sister Mrs
Elmer Burna in FamumsviUe. On
their return they will reside in
South Thomaston, where
the}’
have purchased a home.
Guests present at the wedding
were: Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W
Tyler,. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Wood, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Pet
Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H
Tyler, Richard Winslow, Adelbert
Smalley. Miss Carolyn Tyler, Mias
Linda Tyler, Miss Barbara Jar
rett, Stephen Jarrett, Glidder.
Tyler, Rosemary Wood, Margaret
Wood and Joan Wood.

Jackie Hupper

New Cub Scouts

Says"Thank

To Hold Meeting

You" To Friends

Friday

Miss Shirlene Lord

Nuptial Shower
Mss Shirlene Lord, whose marr age to Cpl. Glenville Crowell will
’oe solemnized next Sunday afteroon at 2 o’clock in the Littlefield
Memorial Baptist Church, was giv
en a surprise linen shower Thuraay night at the home of Mra. Avis
Baum, Pacific street.
After Miss
Lcrd opened her many lovely gifts
a social evening was enjoyed. Re
freshments included a handsome
shower cake.
Invited gues’s were Miss Mary
Jean Glendenning, Misses Diane
and Jeanne Merrill, Miss Chrystal
Cameron, Mrs. Chauncey Keene,
Mrs. Myra Biackington, Mrs. Ron
ald Lord, Miss Helen Pinkerton,
Miss Maureen Burns and Miss
Jackie Grispi.
will continue on to Havana for a
week, being one of the winners of
a contest conducted by Ford Trac
tor Division of Avon, Conn.
Miss Diane Poland of Richmond
is visiting this week with Mrs.
Irene Knight
Sunday at 8 p. m., a supper will
be served in the Methodist vestry
to anyone interested in the church
welfare in connection with an an
nual meeting in which Rev. Alfred
Hempstead District Superintendent,
and wife, will conduct the sendees.
Billy Lerner who was operated on
for appendicitis at Knox Hospital,
Rockland, will return to his home
today (Thursday).
Union schools reopen Monday,
March 1.
A card party is being held Sa
turday evening st 8 o’clock at the
Masonic dining room, auspice ot
Orient Chapter O-EB. Circle.

ON SALE

and Tea Room

SATURDAY ONLY

St George, Maine

McLain Shoe Store

Jackie Hupper and his family
would like to express their sincere
thanks to the Lions Clubs, and
everyone who helped, in any way,
to raise the money necessary for
his trip to the hospital; to Mr. and
Mrs. Douglass Brooks and Mr. and
Mrs. Darold Hocking for taking
him to the hospital, to the friends
who have been so kind and thought
ful during his illness and for the
many cards, flowers and gifts sent
to him.
The love and sympathy of such
wonderful friends has helped to
keep Jackie happy and Is truly ap
preciated.
Jackie has had an operation on
his right hand and will have one
on his left hand ,ln about three
weeks. He is doing very well, is in
a fine hospital, with the best of
nursing care, and would be glad to
receive visits, letters or cards from
his friends at this address:
Jackie Hupper. Hahnemann Hos
pital, 1515 Commonwealth Ave.,
Brighton, Mass
adv •

The new open Cub Scout Pack
No. 203 sponsored by the Univer
salist Church will hold their
Pack meet’ng st 730 p. m. this
Friday evening, Feb. 26 at the
Universalist vestry.
In charge will be Cubmaster Al
Nichols with Gilbert Barker,
slatant Cubmaster with the follow
ing general committeemen present:
Samuel Smail, Palmer Pease, Dana
Llbbey, Ear! Simmons and Vaino
Johnson. Twenty-four boys are
registered as Cubscouts and are or
ganized into the following Dens
with Den Chiefs and Den Mothers:
Den 1, Mrs. Judith Dondis; Den 2,
Mrs. Margaret Simmona; Den 3,
Ruth Small, and Den 4, Mrs. Bar
bara Douglas
During the meeting there will
be the presentation of
of membership, in the Cubscouts America to the boys together wil
Bobcat pins. Cubmaster
.stresses the fact that addlt
boys with their parents will
It is true that kind words never weloome at the meeting, and
die, but lt Is equally true that application to this open Pack
sharp ones are always listened to.
be made at any time.

SPECIAL!!
Many BARGAINS Can Still Be
Purchased On Our

OUR TAILOR SHOP
AT YOUR SERVICE

OFFINS

Will Opaa Memorial Day
Under the Same Management

•

ception by Mrs. Eeanor Tyler ot

JCornor Gift Shop
AT WILEY’S CORNER

432 MAIN STREET

two families. The bridal party
were assisted Id serving at the re

THI

Style 300
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St. Oeorge High School, class of
53, and la now employed at Var
Baalen’s.
Mr. Young attended Rockland
High School and served three years
in the U. S. Army.
The wedding will take place in
the near future.

Odd Lot Counter...

Reg. 49c Value

to IX AAAA tot

Photo by Uzzell
Miss Lillian Arlene Grierson

Honored With Pre-

ASSORTED COLORS

Goodyaor

•Cl'MIC* AM BOMBCIINICS AM SMART •CLINICS AM STRONR«CLINICS IO FIT TOU. . rim

Mr. and Mrs. Emery Wooster of
Ncrth Haven will observe their 48th
wedding anniversary on Saturday
March 13. They plan a quiet obser
vance with relatives and close
friends in for a dinner party in the
evening.
The couple were married on the
Island March 13, 1906 and now have
four sons and one daughter. Mrs.
Wooster is the former Susie Joy of
North Haven.
Children of the couple are: David
and Joel of North Haven; Harold of
Clearwater, Fla., Emery, Jr., of
Rockland and Mrs. Ida M. Haskell
ol North Haven. They have 13
grandchildren and ‘hree great
grandchildren.

For social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 1044, City
tf

12%" x 1714"

<o«p«r» wltn shopping.
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Woosters Of North

UNION

DIKTITIAN

Stork Shower
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Golden Rod Chapter, Order of
Eastern Star, will hold its regular
meeting at the Masonic Temple on
Friday, Feb. 26 The meeting is to
be preceded by a supper to be
served under the direction of Mrs.
Ivy Chatto.
In addition to the usual order
of business, degree work will be
performed on a class of candidates,
and a memorial service will be held.
Deceased members who will be
honored by the memorial service
are Annie Collamore. Emily Stew’art and Captain John A Stevens.

Mrs. James H. Gray, Mt. and
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Metcalf of
Bangor were guests over the holi Mrs. David Libby and daughter
day and weekend of Mr and Mrs. Linda, spent the weekend in Nor
walk, Conn., guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald L. Karl, Granite street.
Alan C. Burr.
Mr. and Mrr- Samuel Shaw spent
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Fornal and
the weekend and holiday with Mr
Shawls sister Mrs. GJoria Van daughters Susan, Nancy and Vir
Vliet in Framingham, Mass. The ginia of Taunton. Mass., arrived at
the Universalist Manse Wednes
groups attended the Ice Pollies.
day evening and will spend several
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Donald Mossman
The Chapin Class of the Univer days with the Woods during th? of Eoston spent the weekend and
vacation
period
of
the
children.
salist Church meets Tuesday, March
holiday with her parents. Mr. and
2, with Mrs. Harold P. Blodgett.
The Mission Circle of Immanuel1 Mrs. Joseph Nye. Oliver street.
Church (Universalist) meets Wed
The Senior Ambassadors for
Mrs. Joseph Flint has returned
nesday. March 3, In th? vestry at 2
Christ of the First Baptist Church
p. m.. with Mrs. Robert Hybels home after spending three weeks
held a so.ial at the churrh Monday
showing slides and speaking on with friends in Yonkers, N. Y.
evening with Washington's birthday
land." Refreshment committee:
as the theme Decorations, games,
George Cole of Masonic street,
"Pictures and Observations of Holand refreshments followed along
Mrs. Adelaide Lowe, Mrs. H. P. who has been instructor for the
this line. Those present were Rich
Blodgett. Mrs. Louise Walker, and adult evening class in machine
ard Von Dohlen, Katherine Angyle,
Mrs. Eugene Stoddard. Members shop practice at Rockiand High
Steve Blackman, Judy Harriman,
are to invite guests. Please note School, is now a member of the
Roert Crie. Billy Emery, Mildred
school faculty. Mr. Cole is now in
hour of meeting.
Copeland. Sylvia Harjula. Marilyn
structor of Machine Shop Work, a
Reynolds. Charlotte Cook. Dianne
The Corner Gift Shop at Wiley’s part of the regular high school pro
Merrill, Grace' Philbrook. Shirley Corner, operated by Mrs. Faith gram.
Simpson. Francis Davis, Betty Wil Brown, will reopen for 1954 season
liamson. and Carol Elwell
on Memorial Day.
Rockland Emblem Club will hold
its annual meeting Thursday March
The Shakespeare Society met
Miss Shirlene Lord was honored
Monday at the home cf Miss Kath at a pre-nuptial miscellaneous 4. The nominating committee will
erine A. Veazie. Shaw Avenue, with shower Friday night at the home of present a slate of officers to be
20 members present. Under the Mrs. William Johnson, Union voted upon. Refreshments will be
leadership of Mrs. Lola Smith, the street Buffet lunch was served served under the direction of Mrs.
Phyllis Brewer.
final act of Two Noble Kinsmen was during a social evening.
Guests
read by Miss Veazie, Mrs Eleanor were Mrs Ernest Benner, Mrs.
Lady Knox Chapter DAB. will
Wasgatt, Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin.'
Betty Martin, Mrs. Barbara Waiaor., meet Monday at 2.30 p. m., wdth
Mrs. Priscilla Adams, Mrs. Irene Mrs. Sarah Sawyer, Mrs Ronald
Moran, Mrs. Elizabeth Pomeroy, Lord, Mrs. Edith Lunt, Miss Rosie Miss Marion Weidman at her home
Mrs. Estelle Bitler, Mrs. Diana Baker, Mrs. Gwendolyn Ranquist. in Rockport. The speaker will be
Mrs. Leroy Hussey of Augusta, a
Pitts, Mrs. Margaret Ladd, Mrs. and Mrs. Annie Watson.
national officer of the DA.R.. Four
Mrs. Janie Beach. Mrs Doris Lind
new members will be special guests
quist. Mrs. Mary Carrillo. Mrs. Irene
Mrs. Nellie Manning was given a
Walker, Miss Mabel Snow and Mis. party Friday afternoon at her at this meeting. Refreshments will
Smith. Mrs. Carrillo presented a home on Achorn street in observ be served.
paper on Chilva’lry. At the next ance of her 88th birthday, with her
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Grant.
meeting which will be held March daughter. Mrs. Harry Chase, as
Sr.,
of Spruce Head wish to an
8 at the home of Mrs. Estelle Mor hostess There were 17 friends and
rison, Summer Street, fhe first part neighbors present. Mrs. Manning nounce the engagement of their
of the modern plaj will be read bv was the recipient of many gifts Und daughter Beverly Anne to Matthew
Reir.ikainen of St. George Beverly
a group of the members. Others cards.
Refreshments, including
attended Rockland and St. George
present Monday evening were Mrs. birthday cakes, were served.
schools. Mr. Reinikainen attended
Mary Farnsworth, Mis. Nettie Frost
Miss Beatrix Flint returned home St. George schools and served in
Mrs, Josephine Rice. Miss Ruth
Monday night from a three weeks' the U. S. Navy and is now employed
’ Regers, and Mrs. Dorothy French.
vacation trip in which she covered by Hocking Granite Industry, Clark
8060 miles by plane. She visited Island. A June wedding is planned.
RICHARDS RADIO TELEVISION
Mrs Ochea Sideusparker in San
Miss Sheila Graham of Vancou
Sales and Service
Antonio, Texas. Mr. and Mrs. Rich
AU Work and Parte Guaranteed ard Britt in Alameda, Calif., and ver, B. C„ is visiting her sister and
THOMASTON
Mrs. Eleanor Herrick in Washing brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
125 MAIN ST.
TEL. 151 ton, D. C. She returned to her du Neeson of Spruce Head. She ar_____________________ 129-TArTh-tf | ties at Senter Cranes on Tuesday. rved this week from Englp,nd.
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WAT AND FAR EAST WITH MARY HALL Spring Flower Show

FROZEN FOOD SALE!

This to the Fifth Artiste by

FINAL WEEK
Stock Up With "Yor" Carden Frozen Foods
-A

FRENCH FRIED ° ° 4
BROCCOLI SPEARS 3
GARDEN PEASfANcYswKT4
GREEN BEANS

k
raaas

•vaaa

9 02
PKCS

PKCS

10-02
PKCS

10-02

RECULAR OR
FRENCH CUT

ORANGE JUICE

6-OZ
4 CANS
49c

----- - /» —

STRAWBERRIES

ASPARAGUS
LIMA BEANS

BABY GREEN

BROCCOLI

CHOPPED

CAULIFLOWER
VEGETABLES
SQUASH

MIXED

ASPARAGUS

SPEARS

LIMA BEANS

FOROHOOK

75e

SUCCOTASH

2

59e

WAX BEANS

3

10-02
PKGS

79c

BRUSSELS SPROUTS

3

10-OZ
PKGS

49e

CUT CORN

3

10-OZ
PKGS

67e

PEAS & CARROTS

3io-oz 33
3 p-c
2 33

2

10-OZ
PKGS

39c

SPINACH

3 1S& 49‘

16-OZ
PKGS

49e

SPINACH

2
IO-OZ

3

CORN ON THE COB

pkgs

PKGS OF
2 EARS

FACE RUMP

STEAKS

T-BONE, CLUB,

LB

N Y. SIRLOIN

Sliced
Pecked in Sugar

79'
79‘
*65'

CHOICE 7" CUT

6-OZ
CANS

35c

12-OZ

59c

CTNS

Florida Juicy Good Size

Grapefruit 4 «* 27c
Babijuice Natural Color Good Size

Oranges

29'

DOZ

New Firm Green Heods

Cabbage

. 6'

Iceberg - Rich in Health

LESS BONE, LESS WASTE THAN 10" CUT

RIB ROAST

6-OZ 35C
CANS □ $

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables!

CHOICE, HEAVY STEER BEEF DOWN lOe LB FROM YEAR AGO

PORTERHOUSE

2
2

PURE CONCORD
CONCENTRATED

STRAWBERRIES

CHOICE, HEAVY STEER BEEF DOWN 20e LB FROM YEAR AGO

TOP OF ROUND,

pkgs

3 pt£ 49c

GRAPE JUICE

BOTTOM OF ROUND. LB

59e

3 ££ 79e
io-oz rrc

CAN MAKES
ONE FULL QUART

«»3C

39e

10-02
PKGS

FANCY CUT

CHOPPED

LEMONADE

73

2 -es2 47e

PKGS

79e

QUALITY MEAT VALUES I

ROASTS

23e

10-OZ
PKGS

3

HUBBARD

14-OZ
PKGS

16-OZ
CTNS

Sliced end
Packed in Su«or

CUTS end TIPS

PKCS

POTATOES

of Pure Juice

55*
67*
59*
65*

10-02

2

Lettuce

29'

hos

Yellow Variety
NORTHERN BROAD BREASTED—10-14 LB AVG

TURKEYS

.69'

--

Yellow Firm Crisp

ROASTING, PLUMP, TENDER DOWN 16c LB FROM YEAR AGO

CHICKENS

5 - 17'

Onions

LB

0V1NRIADY

Tbbb«B1BB*«

3 - 10'
10-OZ
PKG

BUTTER COOKIES

55'

LB

READY TO COOK

ooc

XT

NABISCO

6-OZ
CELLO

WAFFLE CREAMS

n7C
•*/

BREAST 0' CHICKEN—SOLID LIGHT MEAT

FRESH—YOUNG PORK TO ROAST

7-OZ
CAN

TUNA

49'

SHOULDERS.

WISE

*jqC

C

6^8*0Z qq
PKG
’J*

POTATO CHIPS

7’/a-0Z
CUP

HONEY BUTTER

LB

33'

WHOLE HADDOCK

FAMILY FAVORITE

» 15'

HADDOCK FILLETS

FRISH
ALL CUAR MEAT

LB

]teeJ [sj p[
TlAGI

FINAST

CAN

& 49‘

Pay More?

What for?

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE

cqan

SIMONIZ FLOOR WAX

89e

IT

FLUFFY 7-MINIT FROSTING
FREE — Package of Your Favorite Coke Mix.

See Fluffy

7-Minit Frosting Ad in Feb. 22 Issue of Life

A/woyj

FINAST—PEA, YELLOW EYE, RED KIDNEY

-soz

43c

1-LB

CAN

2-"49'

RAISIN POUND

2^29'

a 6 29c

BETTY ALDEN
100% WHOLE WHEAT

19c

Whet could be better then Country
Fresh Butter end Country Style Bread?

Country Style Bread
Largs Juaiha Loot

NON-FAT DRY MILK SOLIDS
EVANGELINE

51

EXTRA LOW PRICE EACH 29'

BREAD sPKiAt

2«"65'

1-LB 6-OZ
LOAF

e QC

IT

Prices Effective at First National Soper Markets
in This Vicinity

<4
U ' .1.

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

7

p

l.

8

10

9

13

Milk Price Down...

23

22

■■J

2b

25

i 4l

30

32 33

The Maine Milk Commission announces a one cent per

40

quart reduction in the minimum price of milk on March

4M

M3

Mb

first in accordance with its seasonal pricing policy. At the

same time the food budget is suffering under the strain of

MS

47
w

rising coffee prices.

50

Now is the time to shift to milk, a

real food buy that contains many of your daily nutritive

55

54

53

Coffee Goes Up

4;

4b

42

bi

5b

57

56

b'2

59

60

b4

w

b5

bb

b7

bfe

HORIZONTAL
1-Cut
^-Obliterate
10-Wat winded
14-Rage
18-Citrous fruit
16- Learning
17-Surface
18- Legate
20-Happy
22- Sarre (Scot.)
23- Fat
24- Rent
28-Antwer (abbr.)
27-Repulsea
SO-Pronoun
31-Code of Civil
Procedure (abbr.)
34-A drug plant
38- Flnished
37-Pharmacy (abbr.)
JS-Commanda
39- A flah
40- Sound in the chest
41- Veaael
42- A aavory jolly
44-A bearing (Her.)
49-Pronoun
48-Asriform matter
47—One who rows
44 Junt-bug

12

19

39

52

II

Seven acres of gardens and Dow
ers presenting 126 years of success
ful gardening will usher in the
1954 New England Spring Flower
Show with the theme “Gardens Old
and New" at Mechanics Building,
Boator. the week of March 141 Formal and informal gardens con
taining broad-leaved evergreens and
through 20.
Orand Hall will focus attention I spring bulbs, outdoor living rooms
on a replica of the first Horlcul- : and an alpine garden, all adaptable
tural Hall, flanked on one side with for developing contemporary homes,
a bandstand, where a full array of will keynote the present-day influ
musicians will play their dulcet ence ln gardening. Abundant color
tunes In a flower show atmosphere will be provided by the Ames'
of a century and a quarter ago. An ■ azaleas, the exotic Stone acacias, as
old-time flower market will lend j well as orchids ln great variety and
additional color and the seal of the a host of choice exotic blooms.
The flower arrangement section
Massachusetts Horticultural Soci
ety. with Its significant motto of the Garden Club Federation of
“commune bonum", will appear as Massachusetts, under the direction
of Mrs. George E. Taylor, will use
walled city of the Khymers. We the theme ''Our New England Heri
visited two huge temples, the ' tage". These include. "The Clipper
Royal Palace and temple were in Ship”, 'The Weaver's Shop", "Paul
Revere s Shop" and "The Sandwich
ruins, but a gigantic gilded
Glass Works" Table arrangements
Buddha, 15 ft. high, was still j
will reflect "New England Hospitali
there.
ty.”
Angkor Tom. the old walled ’
cap,itol which covers two sq. miles,
Li not well preserved. It was once Price of Power
the home of two million people. Steering Reduced
The
'Terrace of
Elephants"
extends over 1000 feet. A Chinese By Hudson
ambassador in 1295 left an account
Hudson Motor Car company has
of this terrace. It once had a
council room with many mirrors made substantial price reductions
and windows framed in gold. From for power steering units avallble as
the terrace the Kings watched optional equipment for the 1954
gladiatorial contests and elephant Hudson. Super Wasp6 and Wasp6.
Hudson Power Steering for the
fights. Now great trees pierce the
floors and vines choke everything. Hornet will carry a list price of
We saw the terrace of the leper $150.08, including Federal excise
tax. Power steering for the Super
king on a mount 25 ft. high and
Wasp and Wasp will list at 8142.04
100 ft. square. We also saw a nude
Including provision for Federal ex
figure carved ln stone, the only
cise tax.
one ln Angkor.
Power steering for Hudson Hor
Most of the buildings in Angkor
nets. Wasps and Super Wasps for
Tom were quite ruined; but the merly listed at 4177.38.
inner wall haa recently been ex
In announcing the price reduc
cavated and the carings were ln tions N. K. VanDerzee, vice-presi
excellent condition.
We visited dent ln charge of sales, said:
the most impressive ruin, the fa
"More and more Hudson buyers
mous Bayon. the "Temple of are demanding ease and convenience
Faces" which is In the center of offered by Hudson Power Steer
Angkor Tom. The walls were 70 ing. As a result, we have been
ft. high and along a gallery, 500 able to effect price reductions which
ft. long, there were very interesting will bring this efficient driving aid
carvings. They represented the within the reach of still more Hud
story of the Cambodian people tn son drivers, and approximately 30
the 12th century. The relief was per cent of orders for 1954 Hudsons
unique to say the least. The specify power steering”.
carvings of monkeys, the two
Hudson Power Steering is the di
demon brothers and the females rect-action, linkage type which
[ with geese were wry interesting makes driving and parking practi
We went along a road called the cally effortless It takes over when
Road to Victory to the temples the steering wheel !s turned as little
of “Char Say” through a dense as 2 degrees, providing as much as
jungle. Here we saw the King's 80 per cent of required steering
bath and stone lions. Once there effort.
was a gold oovered pavilion there
On the road called the “Great NORTH WALDOBORO
Circuit” is the monastery of Prah
Mrs. Esther Dawson and son
Khan and the "Temple of the Jackie and Pfc. and Mrs. Robert
Coiled Snake " Here we saw some Lawson, were dinner guest Friday
of the finest carings of a rearing of Maude Mank.
horse with people clinging to its
Oary Pinkham of Damariscotta is
legs. This is considered to be spending a week with Mr. and
best of all, and is seen nowhere Mrs. Merlin Eugley.
else in Angkor A great banyan
Daniel Pinkham of Damariscotta
tree grows from the top of the is visiting his grandmother, Mrs.
shrine.
Glenys Burnheimer.
Bantesi Srei, the citadel of wom
Mrs. Bather Dawson has employ
en, was interesting. It was dis ment at the Sylvania.
covered only about ten years ago
Miss Sandra Libby of Belfast is
and this also has no rival in visiting Oean Ann Robinson.
Angkor. The whole thing gives an | Pvt. and Mrs. Freeland Shuman
impression of elegance that is of Port Dlx, N. J„ spent the week
breath taking.
at his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Cla
(To Be Continued)
rence Shuman.
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JOAN CAROL

Brookside Butter «&74e

FINAST CREAM STYLE GOLDEN

DRY MILK

21

b

W
49

29'

FILLED WITH PURE FIG JAM

MAINE CORN

16

15

White Bread "" 15'

PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING

ForwCroat

17

44

Popular

JELLY DONUTS

FIG BARS

'5

m

CAKE

- 79c

14

36'

Just Add Water & Whip—Plenty to Fill & Frost Large Cake

MARVO

5

•4

27 28 29

BURNETT'S VANIUA EXTRACT »?33‘

2’

3

24

Satisfies Thousands Daily With
Its Mild, Mellow Flavor

5c Off Sole Price Includes Special 5c Allowance

BAKED BEANS

2

20

COFFEE .J* 94'

FREE—95c Worth of Flower Seeds With Eoch Quart Can

carriers 40 years to complete the
temple. Many of the big slabs of
stone 6 ft. long and 4 ft. square
were quarried miles away and
hauled by men to barges, then
towed to the site of the temples.
The Khymers Empire (Cambo
dia) included most of S. E. Asia.
The leper king had 15 million
troops. In the 14th century the
Siamese came and utterly ravaged
the city with terrible slaughter.
Legends say that the King perished
ln the central tower rather than
fall Into the hands of the hordes of
Siamese who were storming the
city. Next the Chinese came and
drove out the Siamese. No kingws3
left to guard the fabled city, so
Jungles swallowed the temples For
500 years it was lost to the world,
when a French naturalist accidentallly re-dlscovered it while
looking for butterflies in 1861
There are 600 temples and
shrines and for the last 50 years a
French archaeologist has been In
charge of the Angkor ruins, clear
ing out the Jungle and restoring the
temples. Now at the age of 70 he is
still there directing the laborers.
Once this Khymer city was one of
the most beautiful cities in the
world and Angkor Vat alone was
four times as large as the Place de
la Concord ln Paris. Now, al
though Angkor is the greatest col
lection of ruins on earth, many
very nice people never heard of it.
Now for Angkor, the high light
of the whole trip! I'll say I was
excited as I was going alone on this
great adventure. About 20 others
went along including East Indians
Swedes and a few Americans and
young Englishmen on vacation, as
it was Easter Sunday. However,
no one realized that, as the
Buddhists do not celebrate Easter.
I arose at 4 a. m. and left the
Princess Hotel in the dark, In a
huge bus for the airport about 20
miles away. It was a big American
airplane. We had coffee at the air
port and then a good breakfast
after the plane started. It was a
fine, sunny day and I enjoyed the
whole flight as it was a very smooth
trip.
After flying for two hours over
the jungle, we sighted a vast lake,
then Angkor, surrounded by forf-sSs. The massive rectangle of
the temple with its many towers,
and outer galleries looked wonder
ful. The passengers gave a gasp
of astonishment as we looked at
the 8th wonder of the world. A
majestic and breath-taking sight!
The airport was not too good as
only a little dry ground surround
ed by water. We saw many water
buffalo, cows and naked children.
By applying the brakes gently but
quickly the pilot stopped the plane
all right. We were met by armed
soldiers who said it was quite safe.
We were then in the Jungle,
cleared just for the roads.
We motored about ten miles to
the "Temple Prah Kan Grand
Hotel,” where we left our lug
gage. Then we motored through
the jungle to Angkor Tom, the old

(Answer ln Next Issue)
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SAVE UP TO 11 CENTS PER LB.
Spaghetti Dinners with "Meot Sauce," Grated Cheese
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DOWNEY'S PLAIN, CINNAMON PEANUT

BONED AND ROLLED, IF DESIRED

LAMB FORES

History' Of Angkor
The only existing records about
Angkor were found In the imperial
archives in Peking. They were
written in the year 1295 by a Chi
nese ambassador. Chew Ta Kwan,
who had been sent to the kingdom
of the Khymers by the Chinese Em
peror, Cheng Song. The very mys
tery of this mighty ruin which lay
in the midst of the Jungle, is its
greatest charm.
Angkor Vat was built late in the
12h century by King Jaya Varman
VH of Rhymer who was a leper. It
took 30.000 slaves and 10.000 water

Answer to Previous Puzzle
EDUCATOR

CHICKENS

(Sixteenth Installment?
After getting settled at the
Princess Hotel I went first to the
Immigration Building to get a visa
tor Angkor Wat In Cambodia as
that was the most important pert
of the whole trip. As Angkor is
in the heart of the war area there
was much red tape in connection
with the Journey. It is necessary
to report to the police before and
after taking the trip. You aren't
allowed to take any guns or am
munition. Even the airplane is
heavily guarded by soldiers. I had
to have a special visa with pictures
and big red stamps. I made out
four papers for the police and
signed my name ten times. The
whole trip cost *115. In the old
days lt only cost 18.00 on a motor
trip from Saigon. Now that is im
possible as the motor road through
the war area is very dangerous, so
no one is. allowed to go. Formerly
when you motored from Saigon to
Angkor, the road was very rough
and you needed two drivers, one to
blow the horn constantly because
you rode through Jungles in the big
game country. As there were many
wild elephants and tigers, it
wouldn't have been very pleasant if
the car broke down. When Martha
and I went on a trip "around the
world" we wanted to visit Angkor
because we had read so much about
It. As it is off the beaten path, our
ship didn't go there, so we went to
Java and Bali instead. Friends did
go and were much thrilled, so I
knew that I must go sometime. Now
Is the time!
The whole trip was doubtful. I
had read that Angkor Tom, buried
deep ln the Cambodian Jungle,
would receive its first American
visitors in 13 years about April 1.
The airplanes do not make the trip
every day in the week Lucky me,
I was able to get a reservation for
the two-day trip for April 5
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FRYERS or BROILERS

Ship a Feature of

living plants sculptured by tlte Bos
ton park Department.
A box bordered garden bursting
with spring flowering bulbs will oc
cupy the center of Grand HalL
Perumlal gardens overflowing with
old-fashioned flowers will flank tbs
side walls To complete this nostal
gic setting, a wharf scene complete
with a fisherman's cottage garden
will transport visitors back to the
Boston of 1828.

requirements. Take advantage of this price reduction and
you will not only notice your food budget savings but also

the healthier appearance of your entire family.
One quart of milk, a daily

requirement for children, sup

HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Coni
50- ln a position for
13-Exiatsd
motion, aa a ship
19-Male descendant
51- Greenish finch
21-Affirmative repl)
54- lrregular (abbr.)
25-Corroded
28-Asai«t
55- Rooat
27-A Jewish title
59-Cavalcade
62- Attention
28- Man'a name
63- Military assistant 29- A toft drink (pi
64- Run away and marry 30- A flower
65- Row
31- Maglcal spell
68-Want
32- Klnd of Illy
67- Oogma
33- Oress with the t
68- Cut (Scot.)
36- Department (ab
37- Extended views
42- Swiaa river
VERTICAL
43- A vehicle
48-Departed
48- Tear
1- Pack
2-A rodent
49- Cut into cubes
50- A Greek poet am
3- Above
4- Moat pearlike
musician
5- Note in Guido’s
51- Cxtend over
scale
52- Largt lake
6- lnaltentivsnoaa
53- Travtrsed in a i
7- An easy gait
54- laland (Poet)
58-Shower
8-Saturate
57-Amerlcan Indian
9- Half erne
58- Crowd
10-Tattles
11- Metal-bearing vein
’la
12- Greek god of love

plies approximately the fol

lowing

percentages

of

the

daily -nutritive requirements
of the average man:

100% calcium for strong
teeth and bones

9 J % riboflavin for growth
and fair skin
<1% phosphorus for strong
teeth and bones

F0% protein for growth
and energy
Plus many other food values
aad vitamins.
AH these nutritlvs values

•rs pound from one bottle of

milk, a bottle of milk that
now costs you one cent less.

Your Maine producer and
dealer have always worked to

provide you with top quality

milk at the lowest price pos

sible.

Only one other New

England state, Vermont, tbe

state with more cows than
people, sells basic pasteurized

milk at a lower price than
Maine.

Shift to milk and

everyone will profit with good

health to you and healthy sup

port of Maine’s dairy industry.

You never outgrow youff
neod for milk.

r

MAINE
MILK COMMITTEE

a*---rogt ciQnT
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
North School Work Now Moving Ahead,
Following Delay In Delivery Of Steel

to make the tourney grade, Greely the preliminaries such is the case
Institute. Greely wrag not even of the last Knox-Lincoln represen
given an outside chance tn the tative to see action. Boothbay Har
Group 2 M Tourney, but went all bor. and their first round opponent,
the way to the finals before suffer South Paris. This ts the second
ing a defeat at thc hands of Cape tourney in a row in which the pair
Elizabeth, favored to capture the ings have gone against the SeaWestern M title.
hawks for if they get by this round,
Thomastcn, with their size and they will run smack into the win
will to win, could go a long wavs in ner of the Cape Elizabeth-Wells
the Western games. The first six game. The Boothbay-Paris game
boys on this Prisontowner team are starts at 10 p. m
all capable of scoring in the double
A big question mark here is the
digits and shouid be able to carry condition of Dave Abbott, BoothThomaston through to the next bay’s ace pivotman, who sprained
round against the Old Orchard- his shoulder in a semi-final game
Wilton winner.
at Wiscasset against Richmond. If
Union ts a definite underdog in' he is right, it's going to take a
their tilt with the Group 2 Class mighty potent team to keep the
3 champion Standish in a game Seahawks out of the running.
which will start at 4 p. m.
Standish finished the season with'
ORFF’S CORNER
a 10 and 1 record and swept j
Mrs Calvin Bragg attended a
through three straight games in the
birthday party for her grand
playoffs. Most of the Union hopes
daughter. Carol Bragg at her home
will hing on little Bobby Austin go
ing beserk ln the huge Lewiston at Winslow's Mills on Monday. It
was Carol's eleventh birthday.
Armory, which he could do.
Mrs. Jascphine Kennedy was
Union is in the bracket which will
pit them against the Oxford-Strat among those present at the bridal
shower Mor Miss Floris Miller at
ton winner in the semi-finals.
If ever two powerhouses met in East Waldoboro on Wednesday
evening.
Vernon Hutchins, U. S. Navy,
has returned to Bainbridge, M"*.,
after a two weeks' leave at home.
Mr. and Mrs Calvin Elwell and
son Steven were in Tenant's Har
bor on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wall Mrs.
Marlin Wall and son Stanley of
South Bristol were Sunday callers
at Albert Elwell's.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson
were tendered a party on their
25th anniversary at the Grange
Hall at Winslow's Mills on Satur- ■
day evening with a large attend
THRU SATURDAY
ance of relatives and friends.

Pour teams from the Knox-Lin- 1
coin area will journey to Lewiston
today to compete in the Class M
and 8 Western Maine Tournament
as a result of the playoffs held last
week at Camden for the S teams
and at Wiscasset for the M teams.
Representing this area in Class
8 will be Rockport and Union, the
two finalists in the Camden tour
ney, and Thomaston and Boothbay
Harbor, the two finalists at Wis
casset, in Class M.
Rockport, Bulwer League champ
ion, will be the first club from this
area to see action when they go up
against Kingfield in a tilt slated to
get underway at 1 p. m.
This Kingfield team was runnerup to Stratton in thy Telegram
League for small Franklin County
schools but upset Stratton in the
regional playoffs
This should be one of the most
torrid tilts of the opening rounds,
but if Wayne Parley. Ted Sullivan
& Co. get rolling. Rockport could
find Itself in the semi-finals against
the winner of the Porter-Bridgton
game.
Thomaston rolls into service at
2.30 p. m.. against a surprise team

REXALL

Cor MAIN ST & LIMEROCK

KLAND

Mrs. Diana Pitts of the Rockland
High School faculty presented an
excellent program at the Feb 19
meeting of the Methebesec Club
which was held at the Farnsworth
Museum.
In keeping with the
theme of the year. England. Mrs
Pitts spoke to the club on the Poets
Laureate of England.
Mrs. Pitts introduced her subject
by telling that the name laureate
comes from the laurel tree and the
laurel leaves of which wreaths
were made in ancient times and
worn by the victors in games and
poetical contests. Tlie Poet Laure
ate of England is the poet of the
royal household and
appoint
ed by the sovereign of Eng
land w’ho is to be in readiness to
celebrate notable events and thus
portray conditions of thc world
and their days.
She named all the ooets laure
ate from the first one, Ben John
son, w'ho was appointed during the
reign of Charles I in 1617 up tc
the present John Masefield. The
familiar words of the song "Drink
To Me Only With Thine Byes
which were written by Ben Jonson were sung by Mrs. Lyford
Ames and Mrs. Robert Lindquist
Other well known poets mentioned
were John Dryden, Robert Southey,
Wiliam Wordsworth and Alfred
Tennyson.
After the reign of William and
Mary and a time of unimportant
poets, Robert Southey was ap
pointed to the post in 1813 by
George III. A poem written by
Southey at the time of the death
of George III seems not to have
lived as did a parody written of
the writing by Lord Byron. Miss
Beth Miller of the Rockland High
School read stanzas from this
poem "Vision Of Judgment ”
After Southey came. Wordsworth
who was 73 years old when he re
ceived his appointment by Queen
Victoria. Wordsworth was right
fully called "The Poet of Nature
and Man.” Miss Rosalie Halligan,
a sophomore at Rockland High
High School, read selections from
his Lucy poems, "We Are Seven,"
and "Lucy Gray.”
In 1850 Alfred Tennyson suc
ceeded Wordsworth to the laureateship. In this same year Tenny
son published “In Memoriam," a
long poem ln commemoration of
his friend Arthur Hallam. Miss
Miller read stanzas from this poem
and lines from "Locksley HaU."
She also recited stanzas from Tennyson’s favorite poem "Maud.”
One of his last poems was “Cross
ing tiie Bar” which was sung by
Mrs. Arnes and Mrs. Lindquist.
For four years after Tennyson's
death there were no poets Laure
ate then came Alfred Austin in
1896. Robert Bridges in 1913 and
John Masefield who was ap
pointed in 1930 bv George V Mase
field is a prolific writer and a
lover of the sea. Lines from his
'Tire Widow in the Bve Street”
were read by Rosalie Halligan and
Miss Halligan and Miss Miller recited "Sea Fever."
The club was very appreciative
of the program planned and pre-

'
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sented by Mrs Pitts and enjoyed
the contributions by Mrs. Ames,
Mrs. Lindquist, Miss Halligan and
Miss Miller.
The next meeting of the club
will be held at 7.30 p. m. in the
Farnsworth Museum on March 9
and will be a joint meeting of the
Rockland
Federated
Women’s
Clubs. The special guests will be
Mrs. Norman F. Plouff of Dexter,
President ef the State Federation
and Mrs. Stephen Patrick, Waldo
boro, Director of District No. 9.

School Lunch
Program At
Friendship Praised

12S

A WEEK

BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
509 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Tel. 677

Here Is Your
U. of M. Summer

Course List
A
preliminary
announcement
which outlines plans for the 1954
Summer Session at the University
| of Maine is being mailed to pros
pective students throughout Maine
and other areas. Dean Mark R.
Shibies. director of the Summer
Session, said today. The regular
Summer Session will extend from
July 6-Aug. 13. Three-week courses
will be held Irom July 6-July 23,
and from July 26-Aug. 13.
Two lecture series are being ar
ranged. Several noted authors will
visit the campus for one series, and
a number of noted national educa
tors wlil visit the campus for the
second series.
Workshops in elementary and
secondary education will be held
from July 26—August 13. A number
of special conferences will also be
Betty Porter and Grace Philbrook turned out hot and tasty popcorn scheduled.
by the bushel lor hungry buyers.
"The University of Maine extends
a cordial invitation to teachers,
school administrators, and regullarly enrolled college students to
participate in a program of sum
mer study,” Dean Shibies states In
the booklet.
Among the visiting educators on
the Summer Session staff will be
Dr. Henry Otto, University of Texas;
Dr. Glen Morris, Director of Gui
dance, Board of Co-operative Ed
ucational Services, Port Leyden,
N. Y,; Dr. Victor Kelley. University
| of Arizona; Dr. Edward G. Olsen,
; Educational Director, Chicago; Dr.
Miner Patten. Principal, School De
partment, Portland, Oregon; Dr.
Harm Harms. Capital University;
Dr. Hugh Bell, Chico State College,
Chico, California.; Dr. Byron Calla
way, University of Georgia; Dr.
Ruth Tooze, University of North
Carolina; Dr. H. Leroy Selmeier,
Director of Instruction, Grosse
Point. Michigan; Dr. Warren Seyfert, Laboratory School, University
,of
Chicago.
Albert Harding was a barker of the first water as he ran his con
General curses to be offered at
cession to a profit to thr general committee.
the summer session will coyer the
following: Art, astronomy, biology,
business administration, chemistry,
ecnomics. English, government, his
tory. home economics, mathematics,
modern languages, philosphy, physi
cal education, physics, psychology,
sociology, and speech.
Courses in education will cover
the
following:
Administration,
arithmetic, arts and crafts., audio
visual education, business education,
' curriculm. guidance, language arts,
measurement, reading, science, semj inars, social studies, supervision,
practical nurse education.

The principal event on the pro
gram of the Friendship Community
Club, which met Monday evening
in the village school house, was an
interesting talk by Mrs. Rita Hol
den. executive secretary of tlie
Knox County Chapter ol the Ame
rican Red Cross. Prior to this a
general discussion was held on the
subject of the club's currently most
pressing problem: That of a reli
able water supply for the school.
Regarding this, it was concluded
that, since the club's recommenda
tion that a new well be drilled is
now in the Town Warrant, any fur
ther direct action must wait upon
the decision of the town in its an
nual meeting next month. However,
it was agreed that members should
be familiar with all details of the
problem in anticipation of its dis
cussion at that time.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
For the School Lunch Program,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Oldis of
Mr. Doit reported that Mrs. Prior
had agreed to take over cooking re
Camden were guests Sunday of
Alvin Wallace.
sponsibilities in place of Mrs. Col
lamore who retired at the end of
Mrs. Matthew Barron and two
the last school term. He also men
sons of Portland are guests this
tioned that a representative from
week of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the State Department of Education
A. J. Genthner.
had highly commended the hot
Gifts, gadgets and gimmicks came under the rare of Helen Ranta
Mr. and Mrs J. G. Pisani and
lunch program for doing so well and Ruth Williamson in thr school gymnasium.
son Donald of Hamilton, Mass.,
wdth such a small enrollment. Fol
spent the holiday weekend with
lowing this, tire club presented a
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
gift to Mrs. Collamore in apprecia
Siweetland.
tion of her fine work as cook for
Mrs. Henry Powell called on Mrs.
the program during the past several
Ruby Burns at the Cove Wednes
years.
day.
In her interesting talk, Mrs. Hol
Olin Hoffses is in Portland for
den stressed that Red Cross must
a few weeks with his sister, Mrs.
be thought of as "people helping
Darrell Hysom.
people” rather than as a large or
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Delano and
ganization operating remotely ln
family spent the holiday weekend
Washington. She elaborated this
in Massachusetts with relatives.
by showing how much Red Cross
i work actually takes place locally to
! help those of our neighbors who
may be less fortunate than we; and
then went on to explain specifically
how Red Cross operates in various
instances of natural disaster and
of war, taking issue with some of
the criticisms which have been
falsely levelled against that orga
nization.
The refreshments which followed,
prepared by the gentlemen mem
bers for this meeting, almost put
Janice Fickett, Ronnie Pease and Dave Deshon ran the hamburger
Tewnat
the previous efforts of the ladies to and hot dog booth, one of the many projects operated by the students
In
the
annual
show.
same. Climaxing the array of suc
U NATIONWIDE CREDITI Good af
over 800 affiliated offices.
culent salads and tasty sandwiches,
;
; 2. LOANS by MAILI Get and repay
was the foot high, four layer cake
loan entirely by mail.
;
topped by a tiny figure of George
3« CUSTOM-FITTED LOANS 1 Loan
j
adjusted to needs and income.
Washington in the act of severing
<• SINGLE-VISIT LOANS! Phone first.
his famous cherry tree, appropri
Employed men and women —
ately prepared for thc occasion by
married or single — phone, write,
Messrs. Eramhall, Delano, Guisani
or come in today.
and Verge. The only black mark
CASH
Pick Yaw Owa Pijamrtt
against the male culinary artists
YOU GCT
15 Md. Plan 24 Ma. Plan
came with thc coffee, when all the
$250 $20.79
$........ ....
sugar bowls werp discovered to con
30.60
$550
44.32
tain salt.
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TENANT’S HARBOR
The Tenant’s Harbor Extension
Service wil! meet Friday at Mrs
Gertrude Hupper's The meeting
will be in charge of Mrs Marie
Wilbur, whose subject will be
"Vegetable Fashions." The sup
per committee will be Mrs. Daisy
Davis, Miss Elizabeth Harris and
Mrs. Ruth Lowell

H. Smith. Jr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Lemke.
Each class at the high school has
selected the king and queen candi
date for the ball, the proceeds from
which will be given over to the se
nior class trip fund. The Warren
PTA is sponsor of the bail.
Full committees named by the
PTA for the affair, include the fol
lowing: Advertising and publicity.
Mrs. Fred Richards; refreshments,
Mrs. Willis Moody, Jr, Mrs. Dana
Smith. Jr.. Mrs. Fred Richards, and
Mrs. Carl Waisanen.
Costumes, Mrs. Alfred Wyllie,
Mrs. Fred Richards and Mrs. Ed
gar Lemke; decorations. Mrs. Carl
Perry. Mrs. Henry Laukka Mrs.
Charles Lunden, and Mrs. Willis
Moody. Jr.

ENGLAND GIVEN BY MRS. PITTS

Thomaston, Boothbay, Rockport and Union
In Class M and S Tournaments Today

FEBRUARY 27th

AT SNOW CARNIVAL BALL

KEENLY INTERESTING TALK
ON POETS LAUREATE OF

Photos by Ted Ladd

CONTINUING

SIDELIGHTS OF KIPPY KARNIVAL

Dana H. Smith, Jr., president ol
the Warren Parent-Teacher Asso
ciation, will crown the king and
queen of the Snow Carnival Bal!
at Glover Hall. Saturday night,
during intermission time.
Selection of the royalty will be
made by ballot attached to the ad
mission tickets, which will be count
ed by Mrs. David White and Mrs.
Russell Smith.
The pageantry of the ceiemony
will be accompanied by the presen
tation of flowers to the royal pair
and their court, the giving of
scrolls and scepters to king and
queen.
Listed as chaperones are Mr. and
Mrs. Leland Overlook, Mr. and Mrs
Merrill Payson, Mr. and Mrs. Dana

The above picture shows the progress made on the exterior of the North School at Community Park
up to last week. The area shown is that which faces Gay Street and Broadway. This southwest corner
shows the main building entrances.
The roof is being completed on the 14 room structure, which is 225 feet in length and 85 in width.
Cost will be approximately $250,000. plus some $21,0011 for equipment.
Construction was held up eight weeks, waiting delivery of steeL However, while waiting, heating and
plumbing work was done to the point where heat could be turned on the minute the plant was roofed in.
Highest point in the building is 15 feet above the ground.
Sidewalls are poured concrete and glass
while the boiler room is constructed of brick.
In the picture below, the interior is shown as it nears the point where partitions and finish will go
into place, following the laying of the Door. The picture was taken from the main entrance looking north
In the building.
While contractors are shooting for an April completion date, it is now believed that regular classes will
not be held there until the opening of school in September. However, children who will attend the school in
the fall may have a day or two there as school closes in June, to help move their books and equipment into
the building, and come to know their home for the next school year.

Amos ‘n’ Andy

WARREN ROYALTY TO BE CROWNED

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gifford
and Miss Celia Piper were business
visitors at Rockland last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Heber O. Poland,
Mr and Mrs. P. Garland and Mrs.
Orel Teel were in Waldoboro and
Rockland last Friday .
Mrs. Ida M. Smith and daughter
Janice of Rockland are visitors of
her son and family, the Jame*
Smiths.
Read The Oouner-Oaaetta

$750

59.51

40.77

payment* cover everything 1
Loom of ether amount*, er ter ether
period*, are in proportion.
(Me.)

Above

t&iVrndL

USANCE

COMPANY
W Fk*r • (Ftmaxlb M«mritl BMg.1
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Photo* by Barde
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Rage Nine

KNOX-UNCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
ALUMNI TUSSLE FAREWELL GAME

The Business

Bowdoin Professor

FOR TIGER MAINSTAY AND

School Plays

Praises Columbia

CAPTAIN DANNY FLANAGN

Important Part

University

‘He'll not only have to direct the
team's offe’ise this season, but
he will have to get me 10 points a
game, and also improve his defen
sive game 100%.” These words
were spoken late last fall by Coach
■Mike DiRenzo of the Rockland
High quintet about his team cap
tain, Danny Flanagan.
Dan proceeded to fulfill Mike’s
wish to the word in the ensuing
basketball season of “53-54.”
A common sight viewed by spec
tators at Rockland High games
this past season was Danny dribbiing past midcourt with his ej-e
on his teammates’ offense setup.
If the offense was not set, Dan
and his running mate, Dick Gar
diner, would pass the ball back
9nd forth beyond the foul circle
while waiting for an opening.
When the opening did occur.
Swish! the pass would go in and
an offensive pattern would be
set up.
It was dangerous for Dan’s de
fensive man not to be alert at all
times
Given the chance Dan
would let go with his deadly set
shot or else drive in and lay one
up in his underhand fashion.
DiRenzo wanted 10 points a
game from Dan, so Dan obliged
Mike by averaging 10.3 points per
game as a result of scoring 183
points in 18 games
The Tiger captain was always
cool and collected, best exempli
fied ln the home game with Cony
High of Augusta.
With but 10 seconds left to play
ana Cony leading 53-52, Dm was
fouled in trying to get the ball
into the Rockland offensive zone.
The stands were in a bedlam
when Dan strolled to the foul line
and calmly threw two overhand
shots into the nets for the two
points, which gave Rockland a well
deserved victory 54-53.
The senior Irishman's pet defen
sive trick was to follow alongside
an opponent who had possession
of tlie ball, until he was ready to
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shoot, then as opponent started to
release the ball on its goalward
journey. Dan would knock the bas
ketball a country mile.
Friday night Dan will play his
final game in a Rockland High
uniform agaist the Alumni.
Flanagan is the only member of
this year's varsity to be lost by
graduation. The loss of one man
in this instance is causing Coach
DiRenzo quite a headache at pres
ent. Filling Daii’s shoes is going
to take a lot of filling.
Dan is the son of Mr. and Mis.
James Flanagan of Willow street.
Mr. Flanagan is the well-known
| golf pro and basketball official of
| this area.

I
'
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Patten and
.
children of Plainsville, Conn., visit
i
ed with Mrs. Patten's mother, Mrs. j
Bessie Burgess.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Croteau of
North Grafton. Mass., visited with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Powell.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hibbert
visited with their daughter. Mrs.
Mack Tilson, ln Auguste.
Their
grandson, Roger, returned with
them for a week’s vacation.
Mrs. Myra Cooley and Mrs. Ca
therine Wellman were ousiness call
ers in Thorndike Thursday.
Pvt. Whitey Shuman, with his
wife, made a trip this week from
Fort Dix, N. J. They visited with
Mrs. Shuman's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Bowman.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Billings made
a trip to Providence, R I., this
weekend. Mr. and Mrs. Billings of
North Anson accompanied them.
Misses Esther and Elaine Well
man were weekend guests with
their mother in Weeks Mills. Mrs.
Carl Cargill.
Ola Johnston, son Erline of Jef
ferson, Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Leigher and’ two children of Burkettvtlle,

WEST WASHINGTON

Matthew Hunter and Miss Elsie
Wellman of Augusta were guests
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Edson
Wellman.
Paul Pcwell. son of Maurice Po
well, is visiting at the home of his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Irvng
Powell. He has been discharged
from the Navy and plans to enter
college In Worcester, Mass

NORTH SEARSMONT
Mr and Mis Ernest Bowen and
daughter Marlon of Morrill were
callers at the Merriam home Sun
day.

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Fuller called
on his mother Mrs. Agnes Fuller
Bunday.
Mrs. Elinda Gray remains quite
ill at the Merriam home and Miss
Gladys Gove is still in attendance
there as nurse.
Mrs. Susie Maddocks and son
Joe of BurkettvUle and Paul of
Union were guests at the MadSeveral from this place attended
docks home Monday,
the reception and dance at the
center honoring the newlyweds
Mr. and Mrs, Earl Mehuren.
Advertise In The Courier-Gazette
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Stone, Keller, Tranquillo, Inman Win CHS Honors
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mometers, locomotives and other
mechanisms have differences,
even in the same models. A
watch is an important purchase.
Let us help protect your invest
ment.
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were weekend guest of Mrs. Gladys
Hocking.
Phyliis Ekberg spent the week
end as guest of Earlene Grant.
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Rockport High, boasting a 15-4 record, is one of the two entries
from this area in the Western Maine Small Schools Tournament
which opens in Lewiston today.
In piling up its impressive record Rockport has displayed a brand
of ball which may stand op very well In tournament play. Frequent
use •! substitutes during the season has built up a strong and experieneed “bench,” which is frequently a deciding factor In tourna
ment competition, particularly If a team gets into the second round
of play.
The local club’s first opponent will he Klngfield High, one of the
two Franklin County schools in the tourney, Klngfield Is rated by
mtny tans as one ef the stronger looms in the► tcompetition this year

and a win over them could mean a good chance of going through to
the finals.
The 15-< record is not a true picture of Rockport's strength in
small school play, since all the losses came at the hands ef class M
schools, Thomaston and Camden.
In addition te winning the regional playoffs last weekend at
Camden, Rockport wen the title in the Bulwer League In a recent
game with Litchfield. Western Division champ*.
Team members are: frant rear, left te right, Richard Deane,
Danny Groos, Edward Sullivan, (Capt); Richard Cash, Harold
Leland. Back re*, Herbert Annis, Carlton Farley, Howard Simonton.
Harald Crockett, Wayne Farley, Coach Fred Sutherland.

This will be a 3-hour class daily (except Sat.i with the hours
from 8 to II A. M. or from 2 to 5 P. M. ss best suits the con
venience of students — a one fee coarse that offers additional
shorthand training, without charge. In this er any other
Speedwriting School in the Vnited States. Get details—ask
for free sample lessons.

TYPING OPTIONAL

Generol Catalog of Career Courses—On Request

ROCKLAND SCHOOL of COMMEIK
TEL 118

MS MAIN STREET
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"Wanted—A
Total Community
Program"
The Womens Educational Club
met In the Farnsworth Museum
Friday with the president. Mary E
L Taylor in charge. After the feeular opening exences, Mrs. Mil
dred Teel read a most interesting
paper on Social customs of India.
Mrs. Eula Gerrish read a beautiful
poem for her part in the opening
exercises and Gerrish also present
ed her painting of the house, the
birthplace of Edna St. Vincent Millay. to the club which picture is
to be placed in a permanent place
ln the Public Library. A most
gracious gesture. A new member,
Mrs. Ruth Perry, was warmly re
ceived.
The afternoon speaker was Rev.
Charles R. Monteith, pastor of the
Congregational Church. He chose
for his subject, “Wanted, A Total
Community Program", and gave a
most interesting discussion on this
topic. He spoke of the program be
ing tailored to meet the needs of
the people II a program doesn’t
help it should not be brought in
to being. He defined the five chief
needs: Individual needs, a consider
ation to share with others. We need
to spend much time in thought on
Recreation In ourselves and others
for those who plan programs. In
tellectual needs; These must es
pecially be considered; third, So
cial needs, m06t people find hap
piness in meeting and sharing with
others. Their social obligations are
true and loyal; fourth, Religious
needs. Private need between indi
vidual and God; and, lastly, the
need for satisfying employment.
Bodily needs must of necessity al
ways be considered. These cannot
be supplied without suitable employ
ment. The Community should see
to lt as much as in its power to pro
vide suitable employment for those
who are willing to work.
Mr. Monteith then spoke of the
needs that lack. None appreciate
the City government as they should
in giving us, for example, better
streets etc. All should have a cantinuing concern ln the appearance
of the city, see to it that streets
should have a system of signs so
that people can more easily find
their way around. We should at all
times keep our streets clean, and see
that public buildings are not de
faced in any way. The impor
tance of a program for scheduled
meeting in our community was dis
cussed. Organizations should con
sider each other. Events should be
registered, fitted into a master plan,
not overlapping. This can be done
by checking in with the Chamber of
Commerce.
Ail need to work together, to the
best of their ability, for the good
of all. If there are those who suffer
all suffer. When conflicts arise,
all should ask these questions: Have
we outlived our usefulness? Are we
trying to do too much? Sometimes,
we overrate ourselves. One thing
we can do. Do our part, and let the
rest do theirs.
Following Mr. Monteith’s address.
* discussion was held. Mrs. Carolyn
Sleeper gave a talk on “General As
pects of India". Box lunch was
served at 6 o’clock. The club mem
bers were entertained by Mrs. Ber
nard Feyler as she sang and ac
companied herself on her pianoaccordion rendering several beau
tiful selections in a very pleas
ing manner.
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New Nash Low-Priced Rambler

John

Nash Motors announces its new low-priced 1954 Rambler Club sedan, a two-door deluxe model
with a factory delivered price of Sl.550.00. According to 11. C. Doss, vice-president in charge of
sales, the Rambler Club sedan offers a new body style to the Rambler line, which now includes a
fourdoor sedan. Country Club hardtop, and both two- and four-door station wagon models. The
Rambler Club sedan has a large rear window, curved one-piece windshield, and large side windows
for all-around visibility. It offers gasoline economy up to 30 miles per gallon, performance,
comfort and ease of handling, with the continental styling of Pinin Farina, renowned European
custom bodv designer. Doss said.
First invitations to the north
read like this: “Miami welcomes
you with the song of the tropics.”
Answering the call, America came.
Carl Graham Fisher came. James
Deering came. Col. E. H. R.
Green, son or Hetty Green, came.
William Jennings Bryan came,
and the Harvey Firestones, along
with scores of others, all leaving
their fingerprints on the future
map of the Miamis in the names
of streets, churches, art galleries,
etc.

Between
The Bookends
MIAMI, U.S.A.

Miami is actually a great
Northern city transported to the
tropics. It has the lure of a tropi
cal country, but it's strictly Ameri
can with all the good and bad
ingredients tha’ America can pro
duce. And they call it the Magic
City. It is pronounced My-am-ee.
Henry M. Flagler found Miami
an Indian ’rading post, a peaceful
wilderness, in 1895, the year he
extended his railroad to the back
yard of the Brickells and the
Tuttles. Thrilled with what he
founa, he called it the City of
Eternal Youth.
The coconut
palms and the Australian pines,
now the eye-catcher for Mr. Any
Tourist, were then in the process
of being planted.

Living the bay life was restful.
The natives’ uniform had been
denim overalls and an old Nas
sau straw hat. The chapter on
fishing—Captain Charlie Thomp
son—is as rich as the color blue
of his eyes, reflecting his denim
clothes. He could tell fish stones
with a straight face. But what
about The Thing the Smithsonian
Institution gave a rare name to,
the fish caught in the June-inJanuary setting!

15.

World War I was a prelude to
action. The end of the conflict
would see an automobile happy
group of Americans, their pockets
jingling with the profits of war ail
bent on riding about, seeing the
world, spending as well as making
a quick dollar. Between them Carl
Fisher and George Merrick, found
er of Coral Gables, would point
the way in a niagara of esetatic
prose to the tropical worlds they
were creating in the southeast cor
ner of the U. S. A. Why, Mr. Fish
er booked Italian singers to walk
around the streets in bright vel
vet pants and feathered hats to
serenade the people who built
homes in Miami Beach!
The Florida boom had begun to
form in 1921. It built itself up to
1925. then pppppfffff!
The Miamis were connected by
three causeways. Mr Any Tourist
found Miamians living in a para
dise, going from one beautiful city
across to the other city. He found

Your column under ‘‘Steamboat
Yarns and Men” of Jan. 30. was a
masterpiece in writing and the
principal it honored was Capt. H.
L. Look, a man who deserves more
credit then we could ever give him
with our pen.
Capt. Look’s service to ms coun
try in time of war and in our Mer
chant Marine in time of peace
should be written as a chapter in
itself among those who devoted
their lives to our country that those
unborn may find a strong free
America, as well as a Merchant
Marine second to none in the world,
and that his life may be an example

K. Ma

for our youth who feels that urge to vice was the Susquehanna and she
go to sea.
sailed from Pier 74, North River,
I have not seen Capt. Look for 34 N. Y., with 1800 passengers with
years. I met him on the deck of the Capt. Look as her chief officer. I
Susquehanna at Pier 74. North came on board that morning with
River, N. Y., as she lay at her pier the president of the company and
on the morning she sailed to be the his son Francis Noyes who was
first ship to arrive in Germany af vice president, also Capt. Ackerly
ter World War 1, which was head our marine superintendent.

line for the New York newspaper*
on that date.
The first World War had left the
Eastern Steamboat Lines with only
a skeleton fleet. I had heard many
discouraging comments on what the
future might hold for what was
once the largest in the world. I
loved the Eastern where I had spent
most of my life as well as every
ship that sailed under its houseflag, but I had my own future to
consider.
I received a very generous offer
to join the France and Canada
Steamship Oorp’n as purchasing
agent and consultant to Its general
manager. S. H. McIntosh. I ac
cepted thia offer and put my office
with the Eastern in order for my
successor, Capt. Snow, who was
formerly Captain of the steamer
Northbound, later he was succeeded
by Capt. Herman Parker formerly a
local steamboat inspector at Bos
ton. I joined the France and
Canada S. S. Oorp’n and the France
and Canada Oil Transport Com
pany (this company operated oil
tankers to the Gulf Port). We also
owned and operated four sailing
vessels one of which was the famous
five master the Jane Palmer, Capt
James E. Creighton of Thomaston
was superintendent in charge of the
schooners. The United 8tates Mail
S. S. Co , came into being as a subsiduary of the Prance and Canada
S. S. to operate the former German
steamers that had been seized dur
ing the first World War. The first
ship to be reconditioned for ser

three racetracks—Tropical, Hia
leah, Gulfstream—in order of rac
ing appointments.
He found
Miami
International
Airport,
where 55 airlines operate, has
number-one place in USA. He
found gardens, birds, flowers—
everything. If evenings find Mr.
Any Tourist too tired to dance and
prance under the light of the
moon he can always dine quietly
and then go to the dogs.
The upheaval of World War n,
following the pattern laid down by
Worid War I, resulted in another
mass migration to Miami, to get
sand in their shoes, to live in the
sunshine, to enjoy the informality
of dress. So Miami is growing like
a weed.
"Miami, U. S. A.” by Helen Muir
(Henry Holt & Co., N. Y„ $3-95)
writes with graphic art. No artist
could more graphically picture the
great hurricanes of the area. Then
again she writes: “Men’s slacks tn
cerise and high yellow, shirts that
dazzle, are purchased on Lincoln
Road (Miami. Beach)—and worn—
under the influence of the soft
air. the brilliant sun, sky. and
foliage.”
L R. F.

The office of the company occu
pied the entire 26th floor of the
Equitable building ln New York at
120 Broadway. We also had a
branch office in Boston and Phila
delphia. I had two assistants and
22 ln personnel. I also employed a
shore steward to superintend the
operation of the steward depart
ments of the passengers ships of
the United States Mail S. S. Co.,
my duties with the United States
Mail S. 8. Company was the same
as with the France and Canada S.
S. Oorp’n.
The parent company with its sub
sidiaries were
very successful
through the years of the first
World War, but the United States
Mail S. S. Company was a gigantic
undertaking at a time when our
country was beginning to feel the
after effects of the war. Travel
to Europe was on the increase but
the terrific expense involved in
forming such an elaborate passeng
er service for Ocean travel made it
impossible to compete with the Cen
tury Oil Companies who could un
der sell us and still survive, where
we had to get passengers and sell
tickets st a profit in order to sur
vive.
In four years time the slowly
creeping recession made it impos
sible for this company to main
tain its huge overhead expense,
therefore it was at this time that
the now famous United States.
Lines was born and has operated so
successfully through the years to
follow. During the existence of the
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Now.. .your CALSO Station brings you a

motor oil that actually saves gasoline!
Actual-die
gallon container med

to

"RPM” 10-30 Special, the new gas-saving, car
saving motor oil is now available at all CALSO
Stations. "RPM” 10-30 Special proved in the
toughegt stop-and-go driving that it can save up
to ’-t gallon of gas in every 5, give you battery
saving starts, cut oil consumption in many cars,

illustrate one feature of

"RPM '

10-30 Special

reduce engine wear.

Next time you’re at your

CALSO Station, switch to "RPM” 10-30 Special
—and check its economy. You’ll find the dollars

you save, the wear you save, the extra perform
ance you get worth far more than the slight

additional cost.

RPM 10-30 SPECIAL MOTOR OIL
does more for new cars—old cars—all cars

SPECIAL • • . Can boost gas mlloago up to

SPECIAL ... Stepped-up power—for better

15%—more miles per gallon in tough stop-and-

acceleration, more pull on hills.

go driving.

SPECIAL.. . Easier starting—battery-saving

SPECIAL.. • Less ell consumption —savings

-<

starts in all kinds of weather.

as high as 33% compared with light grade oils.

Hi

SPECIAL ... Money-saving motor protoc■■ ■

, •< -

■

SPECIAL ... Top*for hydraulic valve lubri

■

tion—tops for preventing wear of critical en-

cation—cuts noise and sticking.

SEARSMONT
Cpl. Lawrence S. Harriman. Jr.,
who has Just arrived from Ger
many, spent the weekend with his
parents, returning to Fort Devens,
where he is stationed.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Knight.
Mrs. Harriet Knight, and Alfred
Wilcox attended the Lincoln Day
Republican dinner in Belfast, Feb

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

France and Canada 8. 8. Corpln ,
waa a wonderful company to work
tor. Ita officers traveled In hotuary and the offices and equipment
wm of the beat and top wages ware
paid to all employees. My dptlM
with the company proved too ynuch
of a load and lt greatly Impaired
my health to the extent that I wm
compelled to take it easy tor five
years.
After my appointment aa pur
chasing agent I wm appointed con
sultant to the general manager.
Then the company decided to ex
pand its service in the Oil Trans
port buslnes, whereby they obtained^1
a government subaidlty to build
two concrete oil tankers as an ex
periment in a coat puls bails. We
were to have full charge of the con
struction and the placing of con
tracts. I spent many weeks with
David T. Ewing, their transport
consultant in the Gulf Ports, to find
a location to build the tankers. The
best available place at that time
was Port Aransas, Texas, and they
decided on Harbor Island. This
added a burden to my duties as I
was traveling constantly back sad
forth by train between New York
and Port Aransas and lt made lt
necessary tor me to handle my _
duties as purchasing agent by teleA’
phone. I wm fortunate however to
have two very reliable assistants.
Before we could start the con
struction of the tanker it was neces
sary for us to build a concrete base
over the sand of Harbor Island.
The contract for these tankers wm
awarded to the Kearfoot Engineer
ing Company of Chicago. AU equip
ment for construction had to be
transported from Port Aranaag lg
Harbor Island by water which was
about one-half mile, but I believe
ther is causeway there today.

-
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gine parts.

SPECIAL... Designed for older cars as

SPECIAL... One oil for all purposes—

well as now—covers all car manufacturers*

covers SAE grades 10W, 20W, 30; recom

motor oil recommendations.

mended for all seasons, all climates.

&

'

CERTIFIED by Independent Research Laboratories

NewRPM

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brooks of
Portland visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Plaisted and Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Plaisted, Satur
day.

twining laboraTories

This is to certify that wa have made our own

investigation af RPM 10*30 Special Motor Oil.

C

Our finding* confirm tiie above claim* regarding the qunlitie* of "RPM" 10-30 Special.
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Miss Lillie Hill visited her sister
Mrs. Ivja Hill, R. n. in Boston over
the weekend.

Thirteeen members of Rosewood
Chapter O. E. S. visited Arbutus
Chapter in Liberty, Feb. 15.
Mrs. Ethel Butler and Miss Alice
Higgiins were business callers in
Bangor Saturday.
Seventeen Victor Orange memben attended the Neighborhood
meeting at Mystic Grange Belmont,
Friday evening.

Richard Shepard was a weekend
visitor in Boston and attended the
Ice Follies.
Mr.and Mrs. Kenneth Marriner
Mrs Unwood Staples all of Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Buck of Bel
mont, Mrs. Jennie Fierce, and her
nieces the Miss Morse of Lincoln
ville. and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Cross and daughter. Mrs Nellie
Drinkwater of Camden were callers
at the home of Mrs. Howard iast
week.
Success exact* many penalties
and headache*—but failure is still

Change to "RPM" 10-30 SPECIAL at

your CALSO Station today!
Wi

.Stop af

the big red sign

FROM MAINI TO VIRGINIA
toMMMXAUCr md*VM**M.U.t. taL O*.

Products of THE CALIFORNIA OIL COMPANY

Distributed by
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MARITIME OIL COMPANY,
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